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Abstract
Radiotherapy next to surgery and chemotherapy is an established
option for cancer treatment. In external beam radiotherapy, the tumor is
irradiated with ionizing radiation. High precision radiotherapy can spare
the healthy tissue surrounding the tumor, while the tumor receives the
prescribed radiation dose. However, the precision can only be achieved if
the location of the tumor remains static and known. Tumors that move
due to respiration or other physiological processes can introduce high
uncertainty about their position. Consequently, motion mitigation
methods were proposed and developed to handle such cases. One
proposed method is the couch tracking approach, in which the robotic
couch moves the patient such that the tumor motion relative to the
irradiation beam is reduced. The analysis of such a couch tracking system
and the investigation of difficulties that may arise in the implementation
are the topic of this thesis.
A possible difficulty is the reaction of the patients to the motion of the
robotic couch, which might express as motion sickness or even changes
in breathing pattern. A study is described that using a prototypical couch
tracking system measured the reaction of volunteers to breathing
synchronized couch motion. The results were a significant reaction but of
negligible magnitude, such that the patient reaction does not obstruct the
couch tracking approach.
Another potential difficulty is the motion of the patient induced by the
motion of the robotic couch. Because the patient’s body is not perfectly
fixed to the robotic couch, the body’s motion may not be identical to the
couch motion, which would reduce the motion compensation
effectiveness of couch tracking. This difficulty was investigated in the
above-mentioned study as well. The results showed that the couch
tracking induces motion of the body and increases the uncertainty of the
body position relative to the couch. However, that uncertainty was an
order of magnitude smaller than tumor motion amplitudes and, therefore,
it does not obstruct the couch tracking approach.
Couch tracking requires a minimal time delay between the actual
tumor motion and the reaction of the robotic couch. However, currently
available systems for measuring the tumor motion and robotic couches
v
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exhibit large time delays, which diminish the effectiveness of
couch tracking. In the case of tumors moving due to respiration, the
approximately periodic pattern of the respiratory motion can by exploited
by algorithms. These algorithms (commonly denoted prediction filters)
predict the tumor motion a certain time ahead to overcome the time delay.
A large number of prediction filters were proposed but no clear statement
about which prediction filter performs best was stated. Therefore, the
question is investigated which of these actually perform well. In addition,
the influence of the respiratory motion pattern on the prediction filter
performance is investigated. Highly performing prediction filters were
identified for various measurement noise levels and time delays.
Furthermore, there seem to be no general respiratory pattern characteristic
that is useful for estimating prediction filter performance.
For the task of static positioning of the patient, robotic couches are
well established and fulfill the corresponding requirements. However, the
couch tracking method poses new requirements to the robotic couches.
The characteristics of the tumor motion have to be replicated perfectly by
the robotic couch. Therefore, the requirements for the robotic couches are
formulated based on the tumor motion data. Then, currently available
robotic couches were tested regarding these requirements. The findings
indicated that the requirements are feasible for current robotic couches.
However, the robotic couches could benefit from modifying the position
control to consider not only the demanded position but also its time
derivatives.
To summarize, this thesis showed that the patient, the robotic couch,
and the controller do not pose hurdles that cannot be overcome.
Therefore, the couch tracking approach is a viable option for the
management of intrafractional tumor motion in radiotherapy.
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Zusammenfassung
Die Strahlentherapie ist neben der chirurgischen Entfernung und der
Chemotherapie eine etablierte Option zur Krebsbehandlung. Bei der
externen Strahlentherapie wird der Tumor mit ionisierender Strahlung
bestrahlt. Hochpräzise Strahlentherapie kann das gesunde Gewebe um
den Tumor herum schonen, während der Tumor die vorgeschriebene
Strahlendosis erhält. Die Präzision kann jedoch nur erreicht werden, wenn
die Lage des Tumors statisch und bekannt ist. Tumore, die sich durch
Atmung oder andere physiologische Prozesse bewegen, können eine hohe
Unsicherheit über ihre Position haben. Daher wurden Methoden zum
Management von sich bewegenden Tumoren vorgeschlagen und
entwickelt, um solche Fälle zu behandeln. Eine vorgeschlagene Methode
ist der Couch-Tracking-Ansatz, bei dem die Roboterliege den Patienten
so bewegt, dass die Tumorbewegung relativ zum Bestrahlungsstrahl
reduziert wird. Die Analyse eines solchen Couch-Tracking-Systems und
die Untersuchung von Schwierigkeiten, die bei der Umsetzung auftreten
können, sind das Thema der vorliegenden Arbeit.
Ein mögliches Hindernis für Couch-Tracking ist die Reaktion der
Patienten auf die Bewegung der Robotercouch, die sich als
Reisekrankheit oder sogar als Veränderung des Atemmusters äußern
kann. Eine Studie wird beschrieben, in welcher mit Hilfe eines Prototyp
Couch-Tracking-Systems die Reaktion von Freiwilligen auf die
atmungssynchronisierte Bewegung der Couch gemessen wurde. Die
Ergebnisse waren signifikant, aber von vernachlässigbarer Größe, so dass
die Reaktionen von Patienten den Couch-Tracking-Ansatz nicht
verunmöglichen.
Ein weiteres mögliches Hindernis ist die Bewegung des Patienten
verursacht durch die Bewegung der Robotercouch. Da der Körper des
Patienten nicht perfekt an die Robotercouch fixiert ist, kann die
Bewegung des Körpers möglicherweise nicht identisch mit der Bewegung
der Couch sein, was die Wirksamkeit der Bewegungskompensation des
Couch-Tracking Ansatzes verringern würde. Dieses Hindernis wurde
auch in der oben beschriebenen Studie untersucht. Die Ergebnisse
zeigten, dass Couch-Tracking eine Bewegung des Körpers induziert und
die Unsicherheit der Körperposition relativ zur Couch erhöht. Diese
vii
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Unsicherheit war jedoch um eine Größenordnung kleiner als die
Amplituden der Tumorbewegung und behindert daher den CouchTracking-Ansatz nicht.
Das Couch-Tracking erfordert eine minimale Zeitverzögerung
zwischen der eigentlichen Tumorbewegung und der Reaktion der
Robotercouch. Allerdings weisen derzeit verfügbare Systeme zur
Messung der Tumorbewegung und die Robotercouches große
Zeitverzögerungen auf, die die Effektivität des Couch-Tracking
vermindern. Im Falle von Tumorbewegungen durch Atmung kann das
approximativ periodische Verhalten der Atembewegung durch
Algorithmen ausgenutzt werden. Diese Algorithmen (Prädiktionsfilter)
berechnen die Tumorbewegung eine bestimmte Zeit voraus, um die
Zeitverzögerung zu überwinden. Es wurde eine große Anzahl von
Vorhersagefiltern vorgeschlagen, aber es wurde keine klare Aussage
darüber getroffen, welcher Vorhersagefilter am besten funktioniert.
Daher wird die Frage untersucht, welche davon tatsächlich gut
abschneiden. Zusätzlich wird der Einfluss des Atemverhaltens auf die
Prädiktionsperformance untersucht. Es wurden hoch performante
Prädiktionsfilter für verschiedene Rauschpegel und Zeitverzögerungen
identifiziert. Außerdem scheint es keine allgemeine Charakteristik des
Atemverhaltens zu geben, welche für die Abschätzung der
Prädiktionsperformance nützlich ist.
Für die Aufgabe der statischen Lagerung des Patienten sind
Robotercouches etabliert und erfüllen die entsprechenden
Anforderungen. Das Couch-Tracking-Verfahren stellt jedoch neue
Anforderungen an die Robotercouch. Die Eigenschaften der
Tumorbewegung müssen von der Robotercouch perfekt nachgebildet
werden können. Daher werden die Anforderungen an die Roboterliegen
auf Basis der Daten von Tumorbewegungen formuliert. Anschließend
wurden die derzeit verfügbaren Roboterliegen hinsichtlich dieser
Anforderungen getestet. Die Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die Anforderungen
für aktuelle Robotercouches realisierbar sind. Die Robotercouches
könnten jedoch von einer Modifikation der Positionsregelung profitieren,
um nicht nur die geforderte Position zu jedem Zeitpunkt, sondern auch
deren zeitliche Ableitung, zu berücksichtigen.
Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass der Patient, die Robotercouch und die
Regelung keine Hürden darstellen, die nicht überwunden werden können.
viii

Daher ist der Couch-Tracking-Ansatz eine praktikable Option für das
Management der intrafraktionellen Bewegung von Tumoren in der
Strahlentherapie.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Cancer
Cancer is an umbrella term for a multitude of diseases, whose common
feature is an irregular growth of cells [1]. In the regular case, cells grow
only as the body needs them and when they are damaged or at the end of
their lifecycle, they are replaced by new cells. In the irregular case, some
cells divide in an uncontrolled manner. The resulting irregular growths
are called benign tumors if they do not spread and malignant tumors if
they do invade other parts of the body. In many cases, the cancerous cells
form a solid mass called a tumor; blood cancer cases such as leukemia
usually do not.
All cancer cells contain gene mutations that cause the cancerous cells
to start dividing. These mutations may vary widely among the different
cancer cases; however, they share common characteristics denoted as the
hallmarks of cancer [2]. There are six established hallmarks, of which the
most fundamental hallmark is the sustained proliferative signaling. In
normal tissue, signals are produced that that drive cell growth, but in a
restrained fashion. However, cancerous cells not only produce these
signals without restraint but can also sustain the production chronically.
Another hallmark is the evasion of growth suppressors, which work in
opposition to the proliferative signaling. The third hallmark is the
resistance to cell death, which is normally programmed into the cells. The
fourth hallmark is the enabling of replicative immortality. Normal cells
undergo a limited number of successive division cycles, whereas cancer
cells exhibit unlimited replication potential. The fifth hallmark is inducing
angiogenesis. Like normal cells, cancer cells need a supply of nutrients
and oxygen as well as the removal of waste products. In growing tumors,
new vessels are continually produced, whereas in normal tissue new
vessels are only grown transiently (e.g. wound healing). The sixth
hallmark is the activation of invasion and metastasis. In normal tissue, the
cells have adhesion molecules that bind the cells together to normal tissue.
In cancer cells, the adhesion is weakened, which allows the cancer cells
to locally invade normal tissue up to blood or lymphatic vessels. Through
1
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these vessel systems, the cancer cells may reach distant tissue and form
new tumors (metastases).
The importance of researching cancer and its treatment is indicated by
it being a widely occurring disease: Cancer has a high morbidity of
roughly 14.1 million new cases per year (estimate of the year 2012) and
causes roughly 8.2 million deaths per year worldwide [3]. In men, tumors
were diagnosed most often in the lung (16.7%), prostate (15%),
colorectum (10%), stomach (8.5%), and liver (7.5%). In women, the most
commonly diagnosed tumor sites were breast (25.2%), colorectum
(9.2%), lung (8.7%), cervix (7.9%), and stomach (4.8%). For men, lung
cancer has not only the highest incidence rate of 34.2 per 100000 but also
the highest mortality rate of 30 per 100000. Prostate cancer shows a
similar incidence rate of 31.1 per 100000 but much lower mortality rate
of 7.8 per 100000. The scope of this work is restricted to tumor sites that
move due to respiration, which mostly consist of tumor sites in the lung,
liver, and breast.

1.2 Radiation oncology
Oncology is the branch of medicine dealing with the prevention,
diagnosis, and treatment of cancer. Radiation oncology (also called
radiotherapy) is a specialization of oncology that deals with the treatment
of cancer with ionizing radiation. In radiotherapy, various forms of
radiation are used but the most commonly used radiation types are
photons and electrons. Radiotherapy can be divided into two main
approaches. The first is brachytherapy, in which a radiation source is
placed directly in or next to the tumor. The result is a highly localized
distribution of the radiation in the body, which spares healthy tissue.
However, this approach requires implantation of the radiation source. The
second approach is the external beam radiotherapy, in which the radiation
source is outside the body and the radiation is applied to the body
non-invasively. Commonly, the radiation source is a linear accelerator
(linac) or it consists of radioactive material (cobalt-60 machines) [4].
In this thesis, only the external beam radiotherapy with photons is
considered. When the photons enter the body, they transmit energy to the
electrons of the tissue and if the transmitted energy is high enough, the
atoms and molecules are ionized. The ionization damages the cell DNA,
2
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Figure 1.1: Visualizations of tumor control probability (TCP) and normal tissue
complication probability (NTCP). Both TCP and NTCP show sigmoidal
characteristics but the TCP starts increasing at lower doses than the NTCP.
Radiotherapy exploits this difference.

which in turn leads to cell death. The amount of energy transmitted in a
given mass is denoted radiation dose and is measured in Gray (Gy).
One Gy corresponds to one J/kg. The radiation dose is a physical quantity
that can be measured. However, the biological effect of radiation dose
varies depending on the specific tissue absorbing the dose. Radiotherapy
aims at controlling the tumor (stopping the growth) while minimizing the
exposure of healthy tissue to radiation.
Consequently, the tumor control probability (TCP) and the normal
tissue complication probability (NTCP) were defined. The relationships
between TCP or NTCP and absorbed dose can be modelled with
sigmoidal curves (see Figure 1.1). Since the TCP and the NTCP are
somewhat shifted relative to each other, the resulting difference is
exploited in radiotherapy. There are two ways to increase the difference.
First in radiobiology, methods are researched to shift the TCP to lower
doses (using radio-sensitizers) or shift the NTCP to higher doses (using
radio-protectors). Second in radiation physics, methods to influence the
dose distribution in the body are researched. The aim is to influence the
distribution such that it conforms to the tumor meaning a high dose to the
tumor and a low dose to healthy tissue.
Influencing the dose distribution to conform to the tumor first requires
defining the geometrical shape and location of the tumor. Therefore, the
first step in the planning process is to take a computed tomography (CT)
3
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image of the patient. Then a sequence of volumes are defined using the
CT image [5], [6]. First, the gross tumor volume (GTV) is defined as the
demonstrable extent of the tumor. Second, the clinical target volume
(CTV) is defined containing the GTV and suspected tumor extensions.
Third, uncertainties are accounted for with the planning target volume
(PTV). The uncertainties consist of variations in size, position of the CTV
as well as machine and patient positioning variations. In addition to the
PTV, organs at risk (OAR) are defined as well. An OAR is an organ that
is expected to receive radiation during treatment but its radiation dose
should be limited.
Given these volumes, the treatment can be planned. The treatment
planning process is essentially an optimization problem, in which the
radiation beam directions, the beam shapes, and the durations can be
varied. The goal is to reach the prescribed doses to the target volumes
while respecting the constraints given by the OAR.
Over time, various treatment techniques were developed, e.g.
intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT), and volumetric-modulated arc
therapy (VMAT). In IMRT, several beam directions are selected and for
each direction, the beam intensity is varied across the beam to shape the
dose distribution. This intensity variation can be achieved by the multileaf
collimator (MLC), which allows blocking the beam partially in complex
shapes. In addition, the MLC can change its positions while the radiation
treatment is running. VMAT is very similar to IMRT but instead of a
finite number of beam directions, the beam direction is continually varied
over time in a rotational fashion.
There are various types of machines for external beam radiotherapy
but the most commonly used type is the C-arm gantry, see Figure 1.2. The
patient is placed on a treatment couch that can change the patient’s
position. When the patient is in the correct position, the treatment begins.
The gantry rotates during the treatment session as required by the
treatment plan. In the case of an IMRT plan, the gantry rotates into a few
given angles and the radiation beam is switched on at these angles. In the
case of a VMAT plan, the gantry rotates continuously while the radiation
beam is on. The treatment process requires a high geometrical precision
of all the devices involved. The rotational axis of the gantry and the
centerline of the radiation beam cross at the isocenter. The entire planning
4
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Figure 1.2: Visualization of the external beam radiotherapy setup. The patient is
placed on the treatment couch, which can move the patient into the position for
irradiation. The gantry contains the linear accelerator and can rotate around the
patient. The radiation beam (yellow) irradiates the tumor (red) from various directions
depending on the treatment plan.

and treatment process refers to the isocenter. The target volume to be
irradiated should normally contain the isocenter.
The prescribed radiation dose is usually delivered in fractions over
several consecutive days and weeks. The benefit of the fractionation
arises due to the differing radiosensitivities and repair capabilities of the
various tissues, especially the differences between tumor tissue and
healthy tissue. Healthy cells usually have higher repair capabilities than
tumor cells. Therefore, the time between the fractionations allows both
healthy and cancerous cells to repair but the cancerous cells will have less
progress than healthy cells. Consequently, the side effects of radiotherapy
are reduced by fractionation.
In radiotherapy, the PTV was defined for handling uncertainties
explicitly during the treatment process. There are several sources of
uncertainties. The CT image, which is the basis for planning the radiation
5
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treatment, has a finite resolution. Additionally, it might suffer from
artifacts due to motion of the patient body and the organs inside. The GTV
is normally defined manually by radiation oncologists based on the CT
image and might vary from one radiation oncologist to the other (interobserver variability). During the treatment, further uncertainties arise due
to the position accuracy of the machines. The fractionation of radiation
treatment requires the patient to be setup on the treatment couch multiple
times. The actual position of the patient at each setup is not exactly
identical. Therefore, the position of the patient at each fraction is
measured and compared with the initial CT image. The treatment couch
then moves to correct for any differences.

1.3 Tumor motion
The tumor itself can also move. This motion may occur on several
time scales. The two main time scales are denoted intra-fractional and
inter-fractional. The latter includes the setup variation of the patient but
also e.g. tumor shrinkage due to the treatment. However, this thesis
focuses on the intra-fractional motion. This type of motion occurs through
normal physiological processes such as respiration, muscle tension, or
bowel movement. These intra-fractional movements may cause a
substantial uncertainty and consequently an increase in the size of the
PTV.

1.3.1 Tumor motion detection
In the following, tumor motion is measured in two situations, the first
before treatment and the second during the treatment.
There are various modalities to measure the tumor motion before
treatment such as ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT). For planning the
treatment, a CT scan is required. Therefore, most often a 4DCT is
acquired. A 4DCT scan is similar to a normal CT scan but in parallel to
the scan process, the external chest motion due to breathing is measured.
Then, the scan can be split up in such a way that scans from the same
breathing phase are compiled. The final result consists of multiple CT
scans each representing a breathing phase.
6
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During treatment, fluoroscopy, ultrasound, electromagnetic
transponders, external motion surrogates, or MRI can be used to measure
the tumor motion.
Fluoroscopy is normally available on linear accelerators and can be
used during treatment. It delivers only two-dimensional image but using
the pre-treatment 4DCT and an estimation algorithm, the
three-dimensional tumor position can be inferred [7]. However, there is
the drawback that fluoroscopy uses ionizing radiation, which increases
the side effects of the treatment.
Ultrasound is a method without ionizing radiation and is non-invasive.
A probe can be placed on the patient during treatment and measure the
motion of certain structures [8], [9]. However, the number of structures
that achieve sufficient contrast is limited.
A different non-ionizing method uses electromagnetic transponders,
which are implanted in the patient in proximity to the tumor [10]. During
treatment, a detector is placed above the patient, which tracks the
transponders via non-ionizing electromagnetic waves.
External motion surrogates do not directly indicate the tumor position.
But in the case of respiratory motion, they indicate the respiratory phase,
which can be used to estimate the tumor position using the 4DCT scan.
Finally, new radiotherapy treatment machines are available that are
integrated with MRI, which are called MRI-linacs and can image the
patient during the treatment [11].

1.3.2 Tumor motion characteristics
Moving tumors occur in the thoracic, abdominal, and pelvic regions
and the motion depends largely on their location in any of these regions.
The motion characteristics can be categorized into either regular motion
or random motion. The former category occurs mainly when the main
cause of the tumor’s motion is respiration, while the latter occurs when
the main cause is muscle tension or bowel movement. Organs and tumors
located closely to the diaphragm exhibit motion that is mainly caused by
respiration [12]. Other locations (e.g. Prostate) exhibit motion that can be
random but also can have slow drift [13].
In literature, several publications on the topic of tumor motion are
available. A widely cited work is by Seppenwoolde et al [12], in which
7
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the lung tumor motion of twenty patients was recorded during treatment.
They analyzed the tumor motion amplitudes as well as the respiration
periods. The peak to peak amplitudes of lung tumor motion was found to
be mostly dominant in superior-inferior (SI) direction, which showed
values form 0.2 mm up to 24.6 mm. The left-right (LR) motion was
substantially smaller with amplitudes from 0.2 mm to 2.8 mm. The
anterior-posterior (AP) amplitudes were in between with 0.2 mm to
8.2 mm. The motion of liver was investigated by Rohlfing et al [14] using
MRI in four volunteers. They found the liver to have translational motion
amplitudes between 12 mm to 26 mm in SI direction, 1 mm to 12 mm in
AP direction, and 1 mm to 3 mm in LR direction. However, the liver can
also deform and they found that one region of the liver of a volunteer
reached 34 mm motion amplitude.
In addition to the motion amplitude, the dynamical behavior is of
interest as well, e.g. the respiration frequencies of patients, which were
investigated in [12]. They found respiration frequencies ranging from
0.15 Hz to 0.37 Hz. The respiration is not perfectly sinusoidal but instead
the exhale peak lasts longer than the inhale peak. Furthermore, the
three-dimensional motion trajectory of a tumor often shows hysteresis.
The trajectory during exhale is different from the trajectory during inhale.

1.4 Motion mitigation
Since the tumor motion can cause a substantial uncertainty in the
treatment, various motion mitigation approaches were proposed or
developed [15]. These approaches can be categorized in three groups:
First, the motion suppressing approaches, second the motion
encompassing approaches, and third the motion adaptive approaches.

1.4.1 Motion suppressing approaches
The motion suppressing approaches aim at reducing the motion of
tumors. One way is for the patient during a treatment fraction to hold the
breath in complete inhale or exhale for a few seconds [16]. During this
time, the radiation beam is switched on. The drawbacks of this approach
are the physical stress or impossibility for the patient to hold his breath
and the prolonged treatment fraction time since the radiation beam is not
8
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switched on during the complete fraction. Another way is the forced
shallow respiration method, in which the diaphragm motion is reduced by
applying external pressure on the abdomen [17].

1.4.2 Motion encompassing approaches
Two motion encompassing approaches were presented and compared
by Ehrbar et al [18]. The first motion encompassing approach is the
internal target volume (ITV) concept, which consists of adding a safety
margin accounting for the tumor motion. The second motion
encompassing approach is the mid-ventilation (MidV) concept. Here, the
motion is interpreted as random position errors. This way, a probabilistic
distribution of the tumor position can be determined, which is then used
to compute a safety margin that includes the tumor motion. This approach
leads to a smaller PTV than the ITV concept [19]. These two approaches
require knowledge of the tumor motion before the treatment begins but
require no further action during the treatment.

1.4.3 Motion adaptive approaches
In addition to the two motion encompassing approaches, two motion
adaptive approaches were compared by Ehrbar et al [18] as well. One is
the gating approach, in which the radiation beam is switched on only
when the tumor position is in a predefined gating window. This gating
window is determined during planning and covers a small position range
of the tumor motion. During treatment, the tumor motion is measured and
checked for being in the gating window. The check can be carried out via
measuring the tumor position itself (amplitude-based gating) or
measuring the external respiratory motion and estimating the respiratory
phase (phase-based gating). This approach allows a smaller PTV size than
the motion encompassing approaches but also prolongs the treatment time
since the beam is not always switched on.
The other approach is commonly called real-time adaptive tracking.
Here, the treatment beam and the tumor position are continuously aligned
during treatment, for which there are three options: moving the radiation
source, moving the MLC continuously, or moving the patient. The main
advantage of tracking is the shorter treatment time compared to gating but
9
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still achieving smaller PTV sizes than the motion encompassing
approaches.
The first option was implemented commercially in two machines, the
Vero [20], [21] and the CyberKnife [22]–[24]. In the Vero system, the
linear accelerator exit is mounted by a gimbal joint, which allows it to
rotate in two directions and thereby to move the beam. In the CyberKnife
system, the linear accelerator is mounted on a robotic arm with six degrees
of freedom. Both systems are capable of real-time adaptive tracking.
However, their main drawback is their higher cost in comparison to
standard C-arm gantry machines.
The second option is continuously moving the MLC, which is under
active research [25], [26] and was introduced clinically [27]. The MLC
normally shapes the beam such that it conforms to the shape of the PTV.
The single leafs of an MLC can move continuously and independently
from each other. This ability can be exploited to track the tumor motion
continuously. Standard C-arm gantry machines normally contain an
MLC; therefore, such a tracking approach would be very cost-effective,
as it requires mainly software changes. However, an MLC consists of
many plates placed side by side in parallel and they can only move in one
dimension. Consequently, tumor motion perpendicular to the plates can
pose difficulties to the MLC tracking approach.
The third way is moving the patient, which is possible via the robotic
treatment couch. Robotic treatment couches are available on standard
C-arm gantry machines, since they are used for static positioning of the
patient. The robotic couch moves the patient in opposite direction to the
measured tumor motion, such that the tumor motion relative to the
radiation beam is compensated. This approach is denoted couch tracking.
The advantage of couch tracking as compared to moving the MLC is the
separation of tracking and shaping the radiation beam for conforming to
the tumor shape. Consequently, the quality assurance procedures are
simpler when using couch tracking. The feasibility of the couch tracking
approach was shown by D’Souza [28]. Several prototypical systems were
developed and investigated [29]–[32].
These approaches were also compared to each other. Couch tracking
and MLC tracking were compared by Menten et al [33]. They found that
both methods improved the geometric accuracy of the tumor position.
However, they did not find any significant differences between these two
10
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approaches. Both approaches were also compared by Hansen et al [34],
but with a different treatment machine. They found that the MLC tracking
approach performed better than the couch with fast tumor motion. On the
other hand, the MLC performed worse when the tumor moved
perpendicular to the travel direction of the leaves. Colvill et al [35]
investigated MLC tracking and couch tracking but also the Vero and the
CyberKnife system, which move the radiation source. They did not find
significant differences in performance among these approaches. Ehrbar et
al [18] compared motion encompassing approaches (ITV, MidV) and
motion adaptive approaches (gating, couch tracking) for respiratory
motion. They found that all approaches improved the dose to the tumor
but the MidV, gating, and tracking achieved lower dose to the
surrounding healthy tissue than the ITV approach. In [36], MLC tracking
and couch tracking were compared for prostate motion, which is normally
slower but more erratic than respiratory motion. The results showed
similar performance of these approaches.
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Figure 1.3: Visualization of a generic couch tracking setup. The patient’s tumor
motion is detected via the sensor, which sends a signal to the controller. The controller
computes the command to send to the robotic couch, which executes this command.
Therefore, the robotic couch moves the patient in opposite direction to the tumor’s
motion.

1.5 Couch tracking
The topic of this thesis is couch tracking and the challenges facing its
implementation. In the following, a description of a generic couch
tracking system is given and analyzed at the top level. Most of the
components of a conventional treatment system can be taken over to a
treatment system that includes couch tracking. In fact, the only major
hardware additionally needed is the sensor, which measures the motion
of the tumor (see Figure 1.3). The sensor sends the signal to the controller,
which computes the corresponding commands to the robotic couch. The
robotic couch executes these commands and ideally moves the patient,
such that the tumor motion is compensated.
This description above not only indicates the necessary components
of a couch tracking system but also points to the relationships between
12
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Figure 1.4: Cause and effect diagram of the couch tracking approach. The arrows
indicate the cause and effect relationships of the four components of couch tracking.

the components as shown in Figure 1.4. The arrows indicate the cause and
effect relationships between the components, which make up a cause and
effect cycle, a feedback loop. In the following, the components and their
mutual relationships will be analyzed in more detail.

1.5.1 Patient
The patient is part of the couch tracking system, and it is the most
difficult part to manage with respect to the feedback loop. The patient
influences the sensor but he is also influenced by the robotic couch. In the
ideal case, the patient is moved along with the robotic couch as if he is
perfectly fixed to the couch. However, complications may arise in two
ways: first, the patient is not rigidly fixed to the couch and he might move
around on the couch. Second, the patient might perceive the motion of the
robotic couch and might react unconsciously to it, especially with nausea.
So far, three studies were carried out that investigated the patient as a
part of a couch tracking system. One study was conducted with 10
volunteers and 23 patients placed on a robotic couch moving in a cyclical
trajectory [37]. The endpoint of the study was the termination of the couch
motion when the participants expressed the need to stop or to administer
anti-nausea agents. A similar study with 50 patients was carried out but
with the difference that the couch switched between static conditions and
moving conditions [38]. In addition, multiple markers were placed on the
upper bodies of the participants and tracked to investigate the surface
stability of the participants. Another study with 15 volunteers was carried
13
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out as well but with a focus on changes in the respiratory pattern [39].
The authors observed substantial lateral motion of the body in some cases.

1.5.2 Sensor
An overview of sensor approaches to detect tumor motion is given in
section 1.3.1. These approaches are viable for use in couch tracking as
well. However, all these approaches suffer from large time delays. A time
delay is the time passing between the actual motion and the couch
tracking system’s reaction to it. Furthermore, the sampling frequency may
be limited. The sensor’s characteristics substantially influences the design
of the controller. For example, fluoroscopy achieves about 10 Hz
sampling frequency and a time delay of less than 350 ms when used in
combination with 3D tracking software [40]. Ultrasound tracking has a
higher sampling frequency of 21.3 Hz and a time delay below 172 ms [8].
Tracking with electromagnetic transponders reach up to 25 Hz sampling
frequency [41] and a time delay of below 230 ms [42]. An MRI integrated
with radiotherapy machines (MRI-linac) can track tumors or organs with
2 Hz to 4 Hz and a time delay below 300 ms [11].

1.5.3 Controller
The controller can be split up in two parts. One part is the prediction
filter, which compensates for the time delays caused by the sensor and the
robotic couch. The second part is the actual control algorithm, which
reacts to the tumor motion by sending the necessary commands to the
robotic couch.
The development of prediction filters is motivated by the time delays
caused by the shortcomings of the sensors as well as the actuators e.g.
robotic couch or MLC leafs. But it is also motivated by the traits of
respiratory motion, especially its cycling nature. The main approach to
prediction filters is assuming a model of the underlying dynamics that
produce the respiratory motion. Then, the model consists of parameters,
which have to be identified using the measured signal. With the identified
parameters, the model can be used to predict the future behavior of the
respiration.
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A wide range of prediction filters for respiratory motion was proposed
[43]–[91]. The techniques applied to the prediction problem varied from
Kalman filters with linear or nonlinear models, autoregressive moving
average models, wavelet decomposition, fuzzy logic models, neural nets,
support vector regression, and nonlinear dynamics identification. In some
studies, several prediction filters were combined to gain improved
prediction performance. Comparisons of various prediction filters were
carried out as well.
Various control methods were proposed and tested in simulations. One
of the earliest works focusing on the controller was in [77], in which the
authors propose a neuro fuzzy controller because it can handle
uncertainties well. However, they did not implement it in either
simulation or in a prototypical system. In [88], the authors proposed a
model predictive control (MPC) approach, together with a prediction
filter, which computes the future reference tracking values necessary for
the MPC. They tested the MPC approach in simulations. In [92], the MLC
and the robotic couch were combined for tumor tracking. The MLC
compensated the higher frequency components of tumor motion and the
robotic couch the lower frequency components. Both the MLC and the
robotic couch were numerically modeled and tested in simulations with a
proportional-integral-differential (PID) controller.
In other publications, various control approaches were investigated
and implemented on real systems. In [93], the MPC approach was
implemented on a real robotic couch. The authors modeled the robotic
couch and then used the model in the MPC implementation. The
experiments were carried out without a motion platform but instead the
couch position was measured and the respiratory signal added to it.
However, volunteers were included in further studies [94], and also
including patient comfort in the objective of the MPC [95]. Further
studies on the control of different robotic couches via PID controllers
were carried out as well [30], [96]–[98]. In [32], a PD controller (a PID
without any integral part) was used. The MPC approach was investigated
in detail in [99].
A comparison of four different control approaches to motion
compensation was carried out in [100]. Repetitive control (RC), adaptive
latency control (ALC), feedforward control (FFC), and MPC were
implemented and studied with numerical simulations and with real
15
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experiments. The RC approach assumed a perfect periodicity of the signal
to compensate and exploited it. It essentially kept knowledge of the
previous period to determine the control action for the next period. The
ALC approach estimated the time lag between the input to the robotic
couch and its response. Using the estimated time lag, it shifted the signal
to compensate towards the future. The FFC consisted of a feedforward
part and a feedback part. The feedforward part was an inverted model of
a robotic couch and the feedback part a PID controller. The authors
conclude the FFC and the MPC to perform best especially when
combined with an imperfect prediction filter.

1.5.4 Robotic couch
The basic purpose of robotic couches is the positioning of the patient
prior to a treatment fraction. The patient is placed on the couch as precise
as possible but the placement is always checked by comparing a CT image
made by the treatment machine and the planning CT image. Any
discrepancies detected by the comparison is then compensated for by the
robotic couch shifting the patient. Originally, only translational shifts
were considered. Newer robotic couches also offer rotational shifts to
account for rotational differences between the planning CT and the check
CT image by the treatment machine. The main requirement for a robotic
couch is precision positioning and the position accuracy of robotic
couches is usually below 1 mm.
The couch tracking approach not only requires high static positioning
accuracy but also dynamic accuracy. The robotic couch needs to be able
to move continuously in a certain range. Ideally, the motion of the couch
matches the tumor motion perfectly, which requires the couch to reach
the same speeds and accelerations as the tumor.
Several robotic couches were investigated and tested in prototypical
couch tracking systems. For example, the HexaPOD (Medical
Intelligence GmbH, Schwabmünchen, Germany) was included in a couch
tracking system [29]. A robot placed on top of the couch was the tumor
motion phantom and moved according to a predefined signal. The system
was built without elaborate control software but it achieved substantial
reduction of the tumor motion. Further investigated robotic couches are
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the Elekta Precise Table (ELEKTA Ltd., Crawley, UK) [98] and the
CIVCO Protura (CIVCO Medical Systems, IA, USA) [32].
A common geometrical property across the range of robotic couches
can be seen in Figure 1.3. The patient is placed on a plate that extends
beyond the supporting structure. This geometrical design enables the
gantry to rotate around the patient and to irradiate the patient from
multiple angles. In addition, the thin shape and the material of the
extension plate minimize the plate’s influence on the radiation. The
design causes the extension plate to bend substantially when loaded with
a patient. Since the bending does not change during a treatment fraction,
it is compensated for by the robotic couch automatically. However, the
bending may vary when the robotic couch is moving. Therefore, the
bending might have to be taken into account for couch tracking if it is of
relevant magnitude.

1.6 Scientific contribution
There are four subsystems of a couch tracking system, which were
investigated in the past. However, some of these subsystems still have
research gaps, which this thesis aims to close. These gaps are potential
hurdles for the realization of couch tracking.
First, the basic potential of the robotic couch for couch tracking has to
be established. Various robotic couches were investigated regarding their
potential for couch tracking. However, not all robotic couches available
on the market were covered. Consequently, the behavior of a robotic
couch under motion conditions was investigated. The behavior
determines the basic viability of the robotic couch for tumor motion
compensation via the robotic couch. Therefore, the first research question
of this thesis is:
What is the dynamic behavior of robotic couches designed for
static positioning?
This question was investigated by setting up a prototypical couch
tracking system, which was tested with various motion trajectories [101],
which is described in chapter 2.
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[101]

A. Jöhl et al., “Modeling and performance evaluation of a robotic
treatment couch for tumor tracking,” Biomed. Tech., vol. 61, no. 5,
pp. 557–566, 2016.

The second gap examined in this thesis concerns the requirements to
the robotic couches. The couch tracking approach poses new and
additional requirements to robotic couches. Requirements were
formulated in earlier works but the results were very conservative and
relied on a theoretical linear dynamical model of a generic robotic couch.
Further works focused only on modeling a robotic couch or testing it
directly with various respiratory motion traces. A systematic development
of requirements was missing as well as the examination of robotic
couches with respect to these requirements. Therefore, the second
research question of this thesis is:
What are the requirements of a robotic couch for couch tracking
and how well do current robotic couches fulfill these?
This question was investigated by compiling data on tumor motion.
This data was then analyzed and the results allowed formulating the
requirements. Four robotic couches were tested with respect to these
requirements [102], which is described in chapter 3.
[102]

A. Jöhl et al., “The ideal couch-tracking system – Requirements and
evaluation of current systems,” Under Review, 2018.

The third gap concerns the patient and his interactions with the motion
of the couch. The nausea reaction was researched prior to this thesis (see
section 1.5.1) but only with the robotic couch moving in predefined
trajectories [37], [38]. Here, the patient is investigated embedded in the
entire couch tracking system. Changes in respiratory pattern are expected
to affect the couch tracking approach since the respiration is a part of the
feedback loop. However, respiratory pattern changes were only
investigated with a small cohort. Therefore, the third research question of
this thesis is:
How does couch tracking influence the stress of the patient and his
respiratory pattern as opposed to a static couch?
To investigate this research question, a study with 100 volunteers was
carried out on a prototypical couch tracking system. The respiratory
motion of the volunteers was measured and compensated with the robotic
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couch. In parallel, various physiological parameters were measured as
well [103], which is described in chapter 4.
[103]

A. Jöhl et al., “Unconscious physiological response of healthy
volunteers to dynamic respiration-synchronized couch motion,”
Radiat. Oncol., vol. 12, no. 1, p. 189, Nov. 2017.

The fourth gap concerns the patient as well. However, it is concerned
with the geometrical stability of the patient with respect to the couch
during couch tracking. Lateral motion was observed in one study but it
was not investigated further because the study’s focus was on the changes
in respiration [39]. In another study, several markers were placed on the
abdomen of the participants [38]. The motion of the markers relative to
each other was investigated. The authors found that the robotic couch
motion does not influence the relationships between the markers’ motion
patterns. However, no research was carried out regarding the patient’s
body motion relative to the couch. This motion might have the potential
to deteriorate substantially the actual motion compensation performance.
Therefore, the fourth research question of this thesis is:
Does the patient’s body move relative to the robotic couch during
couch tracking as opposed to a static couch?
This question was investigated using the same study with 100
volunteers described above. In addition to the measurement setup
described in [103], an optical surface measurement system was running
in parallel. Optical markers were placed on the upper body of the
volunteers and the couch plate. Then, the trajectories of body markers
were analyzed relative to markers on the couch plate [104], which is
described in chapter 5.
[104]

A. Jöhl et al., “Body motion during dynamic couch motion,” Under
Review, 2018.

The last gap concerns the controller, especially the prediction filters.
A wide range of prediction filters were proposed to solve the problem of
time delays in couch tracking for respiratory motion. However, very few
comparisons of prediction filters were carried out. Furthermore, these
comparisons were limited in the number of prediction filters compared
and in the number of respiratory motion traces used. Additionally, the
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effect of measurement noise were not taken into account before.
Therefore, the last research question of this thesis is:
Which is the best prediction filter for respiratory motion under
different noise and time delay conditions?
This question was investigated by implementing 18 different
prediction filters, which were tested on 279 different respiratory motion
traces. The parameters of the prediction filters were optimized on a subset
of these traces and then evaluated on the remaining traces. The results
were investigated regarding dependencies on characteristics of the
respiratory motion [105], which is described in chapter 6.
[105]

A. Jöhl et al., “Performance comparison of prediction filters for
respiratory motion tracking in radiotherapy,” Under Review, 2018.

The conclusion and outlook of this thesis are described in chapter 7.
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a robotic couch
The content of this chapter is completely taken from [101].

2.1 Introduction
Along with surgery and chemotherapy, radiation therapy is one of the
three main options in cancer treatment. Its efficacy largely depends on the
absorbed radiation dose. An increased dose to the tumor leads to a better
tumor control. However, at the same time the healthy tissue around the
tumor receives more dose, which leads to increased side effects.
Therefore, a big challenge in radiation therapy is to control the tumor with
sufficient dose, while keeping the complication rate for normal tissue
reasonably low. There are always uncertainties in the treatment chain in
radiation therapy. They lead to the concept of margins, meaning that not
only the tumor itself is irradiated but also a margin around the tumor to
ensure enough dose to the tumor. The motion of tumors in the thorax and
abdomen is one factor contributing to these uncertainties. The patient’s
respiration causes a time-varying position of thoracic, liver, and adrenal
gland tumors. The motion of lung tumors has been reported to have a
peak-to-peak amplitude of up to 24 mm [12] or even 38 mm [106]. A liver
tumor may move up to 34 mm [14], and the thoracic wall may move up
to 14 mm [107]. Therefore, a mitigation of the tumor motion allows the
decrease of the margins and, consequently, the reduction of the irradiated
healthy tissue.
There are several methods to mitigate respiratory tumor motion [15]:
1) Respiratory gating monitors the tumor motion, and only if the tumor is
in a specific respiration phase, the radiation beam is switched on. This
leads to increased time needed for each treatment session. 2) Breath-hold
gating means that the patient holds the breath, thereby holding the tumor
position. Only then the beam is switched on. This also results in increased
treatment time, although the increase might be smaller than for respiratory
gating. However, breath-hold may not be feasible for all patients,
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especially those with reduced lung function. 3) Tumor tracking
continuously compensates tumor motion. This is possible by moving the
beam source, modifying the beam, or moving the patient using a robotic
treatment couch. These methods are more difficult to implement and
require more technical resources than respiratory gating or breath-hold
gating.
Robotic treatment couch tracking can be implemented on
conventional, widely available C-arm linear accelerators. Additionally,
tumor tracking with a couch leaves the treatment beam undisturbed,
which reduces the dosimetric error of the treatment and makes quality
assurance easier than with other techniques. The patient is placed on a
treatment couch, which moves in the opposite direction of the tumor
motion to compensate it. The goal is to minimize the patient’s tumor
motion relative to the radiation beam, which, in turn, allows the margins
to be decreased. Thus, the radiation dose to healthy tissue can be
decreased, which might ultimately lead to a reduction of side effects, e.g.
pneumonitis.
The behavior of the robotic treatment couch is of utmost importance
in tumor tracking, since it sets limits on the tumor tracking performance.
A general study in this direction was described in [28], where the authors
developed specifications of an ideal treatment couch design for tumor
tracking.
In the current study, we assessed the clinically available treatment
couch Protura (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA, USA) with respect
to its performance in tumor tracking. In addition, we developed and tested
a numerical model of the Protura. To our knowledge, no model for the
Protura has been developed as yet, although it allows a quick preliminary
testing of control strategies for tumor tracking using the Protura. Other
treatment couches have been assessed in the literature, for example the
ELEKTA Precise Table (ELEKTA, Stockholm, Sweden)[30], [31], and
the HexaPOD (Medical Intelligence GmbH, Schwabmünchen, Germany)
[30], [94]. Both couches were modeled in [30] using theory of mechanics
and which were numerically simulated with tumor motion signals
obtained from real patient data. In [94], the HexaPOD was modeled
employing the blackbox approach and chirp signals to obtain parameter
identification data. In [31], the ELEKTA Precise Table was modeled with
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a blackbox approach. A control algorithm was then developed using the
model.
In our study, the Protura was modeled using theories of mechanics and
of chirp signals. The Protura and the model were set to track the same
recorded tumor motion signals and the position of the Protura was
measured. Their tracking errors, compared to the case without tracking,
were evaluated. The model allows different concepts of treatment couch
tumor tracking to be tested and the tracking errors of the Protura to be
predicted.

2.2 Materials and methods
The Protura was modeled and the performances of the model and the
Protura were compared. The tracking error was defined as the Euclidean
distance between the tumor center and the planned tumor center. The
potential reduction of the tracking error depends on both the accuracy of
the knowledge of the tumor motion and the performance of the actuator,
namely the treatment couch. This study assumed perfect knowledge of the
tumor position relative to the patient position, and only the performance
of the treatment couch was considered. The treatment couch investigated
was the Protura, which in this case was in use at a clinical linear
accelerator. For the preparation of further experiments on real couch
tracking with the Protura, a model was developed that allowed
preliminary numerical simulations. The model parameters were identified
with experiments that were carried out to determine the Protura’s
performance for tumor tracking. The performance of the Protura was
evaluated using the maximum speed and acceleration of the Protura as
well as using Bode diagrams.

2.2.1 System description
A schematic overview of the Protura is shown in Figure 2.1. The
patient is placed on the platform and its extension. The latter allows the
beam source to be rotated by 360° around the patient. Additionally, the
extension is removable from the platform via the platform-extension joint,
which is rigid in the ideal case. However, there may be some play in the
joint, which leads to a nonzero angle (rotation in the lateral (y) direction)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Protura with a patient. The Protura allows the
positioning in six degrees of freedom (DoF). The head and torso of the patient lie on
the extension and the legs are positioned on the platform. The extension is removable
via the platform-extension joint. The platform is connected to the legs via the
rotational DoF leg-platform joints. The legs are rigid and connected to the base, which
is fixed to the inertial frame of reference. The base-leg joints also allow rotational
DoF, but additionally they each allow one translational DoF. The dislocation along
this DoF is denoted as 𝑢. The platform-extension joint has some play resulting in a
nonzero extension angle 𝜙 between the extension and the platform.

between the extension and the platform. The platform itself is attached to
six legs via the leg-platform joints, which allow three rotational degrees
of freedom (DoF). The legs are rigid and are linked to the base via the
base-leg joints, which also allow three rotational DoF. However, the baseleg joints additionally allow one translational DoF per leg. The
dislocation of one out of six base-leg joints is denoted as 𝑢 and the six
dislocations together are denoted as 𝐮. The base is fixed to the inertial
frame of reference. In the coordinate system of the Protura, x represents
the longitudinal direction, y the lateral direction, and z the vertical
direction. The Protura allows the positioning of a patient in six DoF (three
orthogonal translations and rotations).
The mechanics of the Protura operate similarly to a standard Stewart
platform [108], where the legs consist of prismatic joints. The lengths of
those legs can be set via electric motors independently of each other,
resulting in defined positions and orientations of the platform. In contrast,
the Protura’s legs have fixed lengths, and the base-leg joints may move in
one additional dimension. Each of them can be set independently, and
each combination of base-leg joints’ positions corresponds to a position
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Figure 2.2: Signal flow diagram of the Protura, which is divided in two subsystems,
the “Protura Mechanics” and the “Internal Controller”. The “Protura Mechanics”
subsystem is driven by the input forces 𝐅 acting at the base-leg joints. Its outputs are
the current position 𝐭, orientation 𝐪, the extension angle 𝜙 and the base-leg joints
positions 𝐮. The “Internal Controller” subsystem’s inputs consist of 𝐮, the reference
position 𝐭 ref , and orientation 𝐪ref . Its outputs are the forces 𝐅.

and orientation of the platform. Therefore, first, the positions of the baseleg joints are computed for a given reference position and orientation of
the platform. Then, the controller drives the actual base-leg joints to the
computed reference positions. To the best of our knowledge such
kinematics, have not yet been modeled before.
The Protura was modeled as depicted in Figure 2.2: The “Protura
Mechanics” represents the mechanical parts and the “Internal Controller”
designates the controller of the Protura. This controller was considered
given and non-modifiable. The “Internal Controller” requires the desired
position 𝐭 ref , the orientation 𝐪ref of the platform and the current positions
𝐮 of the base-leg joints as inputs. Its outputs are the forces 𝐅 acting on the
base-leg joints along the translational DoF. The “Protura Mechanics”
receives 𝐅 as inputs, while the outputs are 𝐮 and additionally the platform
position 𝐭 and orientation 𝐪, as well as the extension angle 𝜙. The electric
motors were assumed to have no dynamics as well as no saturations and,
therefore, were not explicitly modeled.

2.2.2 Protura mechanics
The subsystem “Protura Mechanics” was modeled by a simplified
system consisting of the platform, the extension, the base, and one leg.
This approach and the derivation of the “Protura Mechanics” equations of
motions were taken from [108], but were adapted to the Protura.
Figure 3 shows the relevant points and vectors: 𝑂 is the origin of the
“Protura Mechanics” and is fixed to the base, 𝐵𝑖 is the location of the
base-leg joint of leg 𝑖 and 𝐵𝑖0 is the initial location of 𝐵𝑖 . The leg’s center
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Figure 2.3: Representative sketch of the Protura to derive the model of the “Protura
Mechanics”. The capital letters represent geometrical points of the system. The
lowercase bold letters represent vectors connecting the points. 𝑖: leg number, 𝑂: origin
of system, 𝑇: center of platform, 𝐵𝑖 : base-leg joint position, 𝐵𝑖0 : initial base-leg joint
position, 𝐽𝑖 : leg-platform joint position, 𝐸: point on joint edge of extension, 𝐸CG :
center of gravity (CG) of extension, 𝐿𝑖CG : leg CG, 𝑇CG : platform CG.

of gravity (CG) is 𝐿𝑖CG . The geometrical center of the platform is 𝑇 and
the CG is 𝑇CG . The leg-platform joint is 𝐽𝑖 , the platform-extension joint is
𝐸 and, finally, the CG of the extension is 𝐸CG .
The positions of the points relative to the origin are described by
vectors and rotations of the rigid bodies relative to the base coordinate
system (Figure 2.3). To know the positions of all points of the “Protura
Mechanics” only the vector 𝐭, the platform’s current rotation
(orientation), and the extension angle 𝜙 are needed. The rotation of the
platform is represented by quaternions 𝐪, which are similar to complex
numbers. Quaternions are widely used to describe rotations in three
dimensions [109]. The variables 𝐭, 𝐪, and 𝜙 are the minimal coordinates
of the “Protura Mechanics” and were used to derive the kinematics which
define the location of any point of the “Protura Mechanics”. The
equations for the linear and angular momentum of the platform, the
extension, and the legs are described in the supplementary material
provided online. The final equation has the form of (2.1), which allowed
the equations to be solved numerically.
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Figure 2.4: Signal flow diagram of the “Internal Controller”. The inputs are the
references 𝐭 ref , 𝐪ref , and the current base-leg positions 𝐮. The output is 𝐅, which is
also the input to the mechanical system. The “Reference Conversion” converts the
platform position to the positions 𝐮ref . The “Trajectory Generator” limits the
derivatives of 𝐮ref . The “Feedback” computes 𝐅FB from the difference of 𝐮 and 𝐮traj ,
while the “Feedforward” computes 𝐅FF from the reference input. The sum of 𝐅FB and
𝐅FF results in 𝐅.

𝐭̈
𝐌(𝐭, 𝐪, 𝜙) ⋅ (𝜔̇ 𝐼𝑇 ) = 𝐟(𝐭, 𝐪, 𝜙, 𝐭̇, 𝜔𝐼𝑇 , 𝜙̇, 𝐅)
𝜙̈

(2.1)

The left-hand side of (1) consists of 𝐌, the mass matrix, multiplied
with the second derivative of the minimal coordinates (accelerations). The
entries of the mass matrix depend on the minimal coordinates. The
right-hand side consists of the vector 𝐟, whose entries are functions of the
minimal coordinates (𝐭, 𝐪, 𝜙), the first derivative of the minimal
coordinates (𝐭̇, 𝜔𝐼𝑇 , 𝜙̇), and the input forces F given by the “Internal
Controller”.

2.2.3 Internal controller
The signal flow diagram of the “Internal Controller” is shown in
Figure 2.4. The “Reference Conversion” computes 𝐮ref from the
reference input 𝐭 ref and 𝐪ref using the kinematics of the “Protura
Mechanics”. The “Trajectory Generator” limits the derivatives of its input
signals, such that the input and output are identical as long as the
derivatives of the inputs respect the given limits, which allows for taking
into account the Protura’s maximum speeds and accelerations. The
method of limiting the derivatives of a signal is adopted from [110]. The
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Figure 2.5: Hardware setup for experiments. “Sensor Patient” measures either the
respiratory motion (“Hexapod”) or the position of the Protura, while “Sensor Couch”
measures the position of the Protura. If both sensors measure the Protura position,
they measure different directions. The “Data Acquisition Card” converts the analog
signals to digital signals. The “Protura” and the “Hexapod” communicate with the
“Personal Computer” via serial interfaces.

𝐮traj signal is fed together with the actual base-leg joints positions 𝐮 to
the “Feedback” controller, which consists of proportional-integraldifferential (PID) controllers that work in parallel, thereby resulting in six
PID controllers. The six PID controllers adjust the respective positions of
the base-leg joints independently. The outputs of the “Feedback”
controllers are the forces 𝐅FB . In parallel to the “Feedback” controller,
there is the “Feedforward” controller computing 𝐅FF . The “Feedforward”
controller uses the “Protura Mechanics” equations with all the derivatives
set to zero and solved for 𝐅. These 𝐅 are the forces needed to keep the
“Protura Mechanics” in steady state at the reference position 𝐭 ref and with
the orientation 𝐪ref . The output of the “Internal Controller” 𝐅 is the sum
of 𝐅FB and 𝐅FF .

2.2.4 Hardware setup
For the measurements on the Protura, one personal computer (PC)
communicated with all the devices used in this study (Figure 2.5). The
software used consisted of MATLAB/Simulink and Real Time Windows
Target (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), which enabled the
realtime execution of the calculations as well as the synchronization of all
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signals. The most important actuator was the Protura (CIVCO Medical
Solutions, Kalona, IA, USA), to which the PC communicated via a serial
interface. The other actuator, the Hexapod (Hexapod H840.5PD, Physik
Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG, Karlsruhe/Palmbach, Germany),
communicated in the same way and was used to mimic the respiratory
motions of the patients. The sensors consisted of two laser triangulation
systems (LTS) (Micro Epsilon Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Ortenburg,
Germany), which measured the position of a point on the Protura or the
Hexapod. The specific setup of the sensors depended on the actual
experiments described in Sections 2.2.5, 2.2.6, and 2.2.7. The sensors sent
analog signals to the PC with an integrated data acquisition card (MF624,
Humusoft, Prague, Czech Republic) that converted analog to digital
signals. This converter worked with 14 bits, while the measuring range of
the laser sensors was 50 mm, which resulted in a quantization of
approximately 0.003 mm.

2.2.5 Parameter estimation
The known parameters included the geometrical parameters, such as
the locations of the leg-platform joints, the lengths of the legs, as well as
the inertias of the bodies of the Protura Mechanics. However, there were
unknown parameters, which had to be identified, namely, the maximum
speeds, the maximum accelerations, the friction coefficients, and the
parameters of the PID controllers. The unknown parameters concerning
the extension were not identified, therefore, the experiments described in
the following were carried out without the extension. But the influence of
the extension on the rotational behavior of the Protura was considered in
Section 2.2.7.
For the identification of the unknown parameters, a sinusoidal chirp
signal (linear increase of frequency from 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz in 200 s,
amplitude of 10 mm) was used. The chirp signal was applied in the
longitudinal direction (x chirp), the vertical direction (z chirp), and both
directions simultaneously (xz chirp). The frequency range was chosen
such that the typical breathing frequencies were included (0.27 Hz
average, according to [12]).
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The LTS sensors always measured the longitudinal (x) and vertical (z)
position of the platform. In the case of the xz chirp, the measurement was
repeated with one sensor repositioned to measure the lateral (y) position.
In the first step, the speed and acceleration limits imposed by the
trajectory generator were identified using the chirp signal measurements.
The trajectory generator limits the speeds and accelerations of the
positions of the base-leg joints rather than the platform position directly.
But the known geometrical parameters and the kinematics of the Protura
mechanics allowed the positions 𝐮 to be computed from the measured
platform position. Each position 𝑢 was then fitted at each time step 𝑡𝑘
with both a linear and a quadratic polynomial 𝑝 over an interval ∆𝑡 of
0.5 s, which yielded the speeds and the accelerations, respectively. The
first derivative of the linear polynomial is the speed, while the second
derivative of the quadratic polynomial is the acceleration. The peaks of
the resulting sinusoidal signals yield the maximum values.
𝑢(𝜏) = 𝑝(𝜏) + error(𝜏),

1
1
𝑡𝑘 − ∆𝑡 < 𝜏 ≤ 𝑡𝑘 + ∆𝑡
2
2

(2.2)

Given the speed and acceleration limits of the trajectory generator, the
friction coefficients and PID controller parameters were estimated using
the same chirp signals. The quality of the estimations were evaluated
using Bode diagrams.

2.2.6 Parameter verification
The verification of the parameters identified was not carried out with
chirp signals, but with data closer to actual tumor tracking. The following
experiment was performed: The Hexapod was placed on the Protura
platform and one LTS sensor measured the vertical motion of the
Hexapod while being attached to the Protura platform. The motion of the
Protura platform was measured by the other LTS sensor. Ten respiratory
patterns were sent to the Hexapod. These patterns were previously
acquired during a four dimensional computer tomography scan using the
respiratory patient monitoring system (RPM, Varian Medical Systems,
Palo Alto). Based on a patient-specific correlation model, the one
dimensional external motion was converted to a three dimensional
internal motion. This motion was assumed to be the actual tumor motion
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Figure 2.6: Measurement setup for examining the influence of the extension. The
vertical arrows point to the position measurement locations.

and was compensated by the Protura in the longitudinal and the vertical
directions but not in the lateral direction. The tumor sites consisted of
lung, liver and adrenal glands. The time delay in the system was not
compensated. The model was used to simulate the tumor tracking with
the same respiratory patterns and correlation models. For both the model
and the Protura the root mean square of the tracking error (𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑆 ) was
computed for ten different respiration cases.

2.2.7 Influence of extension
As mentioned above, these experiments were carried out without the
extension. Since the patient is placed mainly on the extension, its behavior
is expected to have a great influence on the tracking error. Additionally,
the motion of the extension relative to the platform is not known to the
Protura. Therefore, we looked at the behavior of the angle 𝜙 between the
platform and the extension. The experiment was set up as follows: First,
the two LTS sensors were placed at one end of the Protura where they
measured the vertical position of the Protura while it made a vertical step
without load. The two LTS sensors were then shifted repeatedly a certain
distance along the longitudinal direction of the Protura, while the
measurement and the step were repeated after each shift. Figure 2.6 shows
the resulting measurement positions. The measurement data was
processed as follows: At each time sample of the measurements, two
linear regressions were performed, with the first representing the platform
and the second the extension.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Parameter estimation
Speed and acceleration limitations
The mean values of the maximum velocities of the platform show
larger variations than those of the base-leg joints (Table 2.1). The highest
accelerations were reached with the z chirp for both the platform and the
base leg joints. Furthermore, results of simulations with the model were
acquired with a speed limit of 20.09 mm/s and an acceleration limit of
72.93 mm/s2.

Input-output behavior with estimated parameters
The Protura was able to follow the amplitude of the input signal in the
longitudinal direction up to 0.40 Hz, but it lagged behind as the phase
decreased from −4.31° at 0.10 Hz to −22.41° at 0.35 Hz (Figure 2.7). The
magnitude of the measurement peaks at 0.37 Hz reaching 1.22 dB. The
magnitudes of the model and of the measurement matched over the entire
frequency range. Except for the frequency range between 0.44 Hz and
0.73 Hz, the phases also matched.
The Protura managed to follow the magnitude of signals in the vertical
direction with up to 0.38 Hz (Figure 2.8), but also here the phase showed
a decrease from −6.65° at 0.10 Hz to −13.70° at 0.33 Hz. The match in
magnitude between the model and the Protura was accurate up to 0.40 Hz
Table 2.1: Absolute values of maximum velocities and accelerations of the platform
and the base-leg joints for x chirp, z chirp, and xz chirp (mean ± standard deviation).
x chirp

z chirp

xz chirp

Speed (mm/s)

20.21±1.13

18.62±1.09

14.77±0.37

Acceleration (mm/s2)

55.18±3.78

68.94±5.53

45.06±5.16

Speed (mm/s)

20.09±1.28

19.37±1.29

18.79±0.29

Acceleration (mm/s2)

56.18±4.78

72.93±6.16

55.80±4.13

Platform

Base-leg joints
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Figure 2.7: Bode diagram of the Protura (Measurement) and the model (Simulation),
which followed an x chirp. The input is the chirp signal and the output is the actual
longitudinal position of the platform.

Figure 2.8: Bode diagram of the Protura (Measurement) and the model (Simulation),
which followed a z chirp. The input is the chirp signal and the output is the actual
vertical position of the platform.

and above 0.80 Hz. The phases match up to 0.37 Hz and diverge as the
frequency increases.
Figure 2.9 shows the tracking behavior of the Protura in the vertical
direction, when it followed a chirp signal in the vertical as well as in the
longitudinal direction. The magnitude was zero up to 0.23 Hz and
decreased as the frequency increased. The phase also showed a decrease
from −7.05° at 0.10 Hz to −21.64° at 0.21 Hz. In this case, the magnitudes
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Figure 2.9: Bode diagram of the Protura (Measurement) and the model (Simulation),
which followed an xz chirp signal. The input is the chirp signal, while the output is
the actual vertical position of the platform.

Figure 2.10: Bode diagram of the Protura (Measurement) and the model
(Simulation), with the vertical longitudinal reference as the input and the unintended
lateral motion as the output during an xz chirp.

of the model and of the Protura matched at frequencies of up to 0.35 Hz
and at frequencies above 0.86 Hz. The phases matched up to 0.80 Hz. The
tracking behavior was similar in the longitudinal direction.
In the case of simultaneous vertical and longitudinal motions, the
Protura also exhibited a lateral motion even when the corresponding
reference value was set to zero. In Figure 2.10, the magnitude of the Bode
diagram shows the transfer function of the vertical reference input and the
lateral position output of the Protura and of the model. The Protura had a
peak magnitude of about −9.25 dB at a frequency of 0.36 Hz. The
magnitude of the model peaked at −13.41 dB at 0.32 Hz and thus was
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of tumor tracking performances simulated with the Protura
(Measurement) and the model (Simulation) for ten different patients. Each patient had
a specific respiratory behavior and tumor motion. “No Tracking” represents a static
couch. The variable 𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑆 is the root mean square of the tracking error.

smaller than that of the Protura at frequencies above 0.28 Hz, but the
magnitudes matched at frequencies below this value.

2.3.2 Parameter verification
The root mean square of the tracking error (𝑒𝑅𝑀𝑆 ) was computed for
respiration measurements and correlation models of ten different patients
(Figure 2.11). The white bars show the error without using tracking. The
black bars show the measured tracking errors, while the grey bars
represent the tracking errors of the simulation. Couch tracking always
reduced the tracking error, but with variations over the respiration
patterns of the patients. The median reduction of the measured tracking
errors was 69% with a standard deviation of 17%, while the respective
values for the model were 80% and 17%, respectively. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the reductions of the Protura and the
model was 0.99

2.3.3 Influence of extension
The profile of the Protura, as seen from the lateral direction, is shown
in Figure 2.12 during a vertical step of 20 mm. The line segments on the
left side represent the platform and those on the right represent the
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Figure 2.12: The sideways profile of the platform (left line segments) and the
extension (right line segments) of the Protura during a measured vertical step of
20 mm shown at several time instances (marked on the left). The crosses show the
measured values, the lines the linear regression fits and the dots the location of the
platform-extension joint.

Figure 2.13: The tilt angle (lateral rotation) of the platform and the extension during
a vertical step of 20 mm of the Protura.

extension, corresponding to the schematic of Figure 2.1. Each pair is a
side-view snapshot of the Protura with the corresponding times marked
on the left. The step motion started at time 2 s and took about 1.5 s to
complete.
The platform and the extension were horizontal before the step motion
and afterwards. However, during the step there was a height difference of
approximately 2 mm between the far left end of the platform and the far
right end of the extension. Figure 2.13 shows the corresponding tilt angles
around the lateral axis of both the platform and the extension. The angles
were nonzero during the step. Additionally, in the first half-second of the
step, the tilt angles of the platform and the extension differed.
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2.4 Discussion
In this study, the tracking behavior of the Protura was modeled and its
performance was tested. For all respiration trajectories tested the tumor
motion relative to the radiation beam was reduced by a median of 69%
(Figure 2.11). However, in some circumstances there was an unintended
lateral motion, especially at increased frequencies. The extension caused
non-negligible rotational motion around the lateral axis of the Protura,
even though the corresponding reference was zero. The model represents
the Protura well, which allows experiments on the Protura to be replaced
by tests on the model.
In our earlier work, we reported the maximum speed of the Protura to
be 16 mm/s [32], which corresponds to the platform speed. The Protura
is actually limited in the speed of the base-leg joints, so the maximum
speed of the platform depends only on the type of motion, which the
platform has to execute. The limit of 16 mm/s is valid for a motion in
general directions, but it does not hold true for a motion in only one, e.g.
the vertical direction. In this case, the speed of the Protura may reach
20 mm/s. Its maximum speed lies between the maximum speeds of the
other treatment couches: the HexaPOD is stated to reach 8 mm/s [111],
while the maximum speed of the ELEKTA Precise Table is specified to
reach 40 mm/s [31]. No information is publicly available on the
maximum accelerations of those two. D’Souza et al. [28] developed
specifications of an ideal treatment couch for tumor tracking. Such a
couch should reach speeds of 162 mm/s and accelerations of 887 mm/s.
Both specifications are an order of magnitude larger than the values
achieved by the Protura. These specifications, however, are very
conservative and the majority of tumor speeds do not reach such high
values, but are below 16 mm/s [112].
To the best of our knowledge, the Protura has not yet been modeled.
The most similar system that was modeled is the HexaPOD [111]. A
blackbox model was derived, which required the identification of
parameters. Chirp signals were also employed, and in the case of vertical
motion, the HexaPOD could fully track the chirp signal up to about
0.3 Hz. The Protura reached only slightly higher values for pure
longitudinal or vertical motion, even though the maximum speed of
Protura was twice as high. This can be explained by the fact that the
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amplitudes of the chirp signals were different. An amplitude of 10 mm
was used, while for the HexaPOD it was only 5 mm. The maximum
speeds of the chirp signal of the HexaPOD amounted to only one-half of
those of the Protura, which corresponded with the maximum speeds of
the treatment couches. Additionally there may be differences between the
HexaPOD and the Protura in the phase lag. The HexaPOD was also
modeled in [96] using an approach that included the underlying
mechanics. However, the parameters of the HexaPOD were considered to
be known and no identification and verification of the model’s parameters
were carried out.
The Bode plots (Figures 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10) show a good match
between the Protura and the model for frequencies of up to 0.3 Hz,
although the unintended lateral motion limits the model. Therefore, the
model allows the behavior of the Protura to be predicted accurately for
respiratory motion tracking with frequencies of up to 0.3 Hz.
The lateral motion can be explained by the particular setup of the
Protura Mechanics. Legs 1 and 4 (Figure 2.1), at the short ends of the
platform, exert lateral forces on the platform. During a vertical motion of
the platform, the base-leg joints of these two legs move to different
locations, which results in nonzero errors. The PID controllers translate
the nonzero errors into nonzero forces in the lateral direction. Thus, there
are lateral forces acting on the platform even though none are needed. The
faster the vertical motion was, the larger the forces were acting in the
lateral direction and the more motion occurred in the lateral direction. The
discrepancy observed may be due to differences between the parameters
of the PID controllers of the model and the Protura.
Figure 2.11 shows that the model accurately predicted the tumor
tracking performance of the Protura, although with a tendency to
decreased tracking errors. This difference in tracking errors can be
corrected by a linear function as indicated by the correlation of 0.99. It
was observed that tumor tracking always decreased the tumor motion
relative to the beam. The root mean square of the tracking error values
varied between 0.31 mm and 7.76 mm, corresponding to reductions by
86% and 29%, respectively.
The tracking errors reported in other works were mostly smaller than
the results shown in Figure 2.11. For example in [31], the root mean
square values of the tracking errors of the ELEKTA Precise Table were
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reported to be between 0.81 mm and 1.03 mm, corresponding to motion
reductions by about 80%. In [94], the values reported for the HexaPOD
were between 0.03 mm and 1.62 mm. Nevertheless, the results of seven
tracking cases of our study were comparable to those from literature, with
only one large outlier (patient 1). The Protura was evaluated in an earlier
study by our group [32], and there the median tumor motion reduction
was reported to be about 90%, which is higher than the 69% achieved in
this work. However, only vertical tracking was considered in [32], which
allows a higher performance, as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9. Tumor
tracking systems based on different techniques were also considered in
literature. In [12], a reduction of up to 82% (reduction factor of 5.7) was
achieved with the CyberKnife system, when treating lung cancer patients
with tumor motion amplitudes of up to 15 mm in cranial-caudal and
10 mm in anterior-posterior direction. In [20], a gimbal-based system was
used for tumor tracking. A sinusoidal motion (20 mm amplitude) was
tracked, and a motion reduction of at least 85% was achieved. In [113], a
multileaf collimator was used for tumor tracking, and motion reductions
of up to 83% were accomplished when tracking a sinusoidal motion with
20 mm amplitude. These results of alternative techniques show reductions
on the same order of magnitude as the Protura’s reductions. Since the
results varied depending on the current respiration patterns, standardized
respiration trajectories would be required to yield valid comparisons. The
tumor motion patterns used in this work varied in their superior-inferior
amplitudes between 4.9 mm and 24.8 mm, and in anterior-posterior
direction between 1.2 mm and 14.6 mm, respectively. The frequencies
varied between 0.14 Hz and 0.4 Hz.
Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show that the rotations of the platform and the
extension need to be considered as well. Even without a load, the platform
and the extension showed a tilt angle around the lateral axis. This fact
greatly affects the position of the tumor relative to the beam because the
patient’s torso is placed on the extension as depicted in Figure 2.1. While
the “Internal Controller” could keep the rotation of the platform at the
reference value in the steady state case, it was unable to do so in the
transient case. Additionally, because the extension is flexible, any loads
can bend it, which was considered in [31]. The unintended rotation and
the flexibility of the extension emphasize the need to consider the
influence of the extension in tumor tracking.
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Preliminary tests showed very small influence of the patient weight on
the performance of the Protura and were therefore neglected in the
measurements, as were the 3D rotations of the platform. The time delay
of the Protura was not explicitly considered, but was implicitly included
in the results of the chirp signal measurements.
The reduction of the tumor motion is expected to reduce the radiation
dose to the healthy tissue. Figure 2.11 shows that tumor tracking reduced
the amplitude of the tumor motion by 69% (median) compared to “No
Tracking”. A reduction of the respiratory amplitude of 50% leads to a
reduction in the mean lung dose (surrounding healthy tissue) of about
30% [114]. This can be expected for treatment couch tracking with the
Protura and may lead to reduced side effects such as pneumonitis.

2.5 Conclusion
Although the Protura is only designed for pre-treatment positioning of
the patients, it can be used to compensate for tumor motion below the
speed limit of the Protura. The compensation for faster tumor motion is
challenging, and the resulting reduction of tracking errors depends very
much on the respiration pattern. The unintended lateral motion becomes
relevant at increased frequencies. To avoid such unwanted motions, an
“Internal Controller” compensating for lateral motion may be required.
The extension introduces additional dynamics, which have to be taken
into account when the Protura is used for tumor tracking.
The model represents the Protura well and can be used as a substitute
for the Protura to conduct initial tests of algorithms such as prediction
filters that are used for tumor tracking
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system - requirements
The content of this chapter is completely taken from [102].

3.1 Introduction
Radiotherapy precisely focuses the ionizing radiation on the tumor
volume. However, motion during treatment delivery due for example to
respiration causes substantial uncertainty. It is reported that the
peak-to-peak motion amplitudes of lung and liver tumors can be up to
38 mm [106] and 34 mm [14], respectively. If this motion is not taken
into account adequately, the treatment’s effectiveness is reduced
considerably [115].
The established approach to account for intrafractional motion is to
expand the target volume, such that it guarantees to cover the tumor in all
positions. This approach assures the tumor’s radiation dose coverage, but
it increases the irradiation dose to healthy tissue surrounding the tumor.
Several approaches were proposed to overcome the uncertainty due to
intrafractional motion [15], which aim at reducing the dose to healthy
tissue while ensuring full dose coverage of the tumor. (1) During gated
treatment, the motion of the tumor is observed and the radiation beam is
only switched on if the tumor is in a specific position [15]. (2) With the
Cyberknife [22] or the Vero [20] system, the tumor motion is
continuously compensated by moving the beam. (3) With multi leaf
collimator (MLC) tracking [10] the beam position is modified with the
MLC according to the tumor movement. (4) During couch tracking, the
patient is moved with the robotic couch to keep the tumor in the beam.
These approaches were compared and were found to perform similarly
[35].
Traditionally, the robotic couches were designed and used for static
positioning of the patient to correct for setup errors. Since the robotic
couches can move continuously, they have been investigated regarding
their use for couch tracking. Several robotic couches have been evaluated
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for couch-tracking [116]–[122]. All investigations used different motion
trajectories, which makes a comparison of the systems difficult.
Additionally, in all these cases, the performance testing relied on motion
trajectories, which were restricted to either sinusoidal motion trajectories
with a limited number of amplitudes and frequencies or to a limited
number of patient-derived motion trajectories. Thus far, no systematic
evaluation has been performed with chirp signals, which continuously
increase the frequency.
The characteristics of tumor motion have to be replicated perfectly by
the robotic couch to successfully compensate for tumor motions that
occur in clinical practice. Therefore, the requirements for a robotic couch
need to be determined and the performances of current couches with
respect to these requirements investigated. Four robotic couches were
tested: the Protura (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA, USA), the
Perfect Pitch (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA), the
RoboCouch (Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA), and the RPSbase
(gKteso GmbH, Bobingen, Germany). A custom measurement system
was designed that measured the positions as well as the orientations of the
couches during the performance tests. The data obtained from these
performance tests led to recommendations for robotic couches regarding
active motion compensation.
This work aimed at a systematic development of requirements for
treatment couches used in active motion compensation, an evaluation of
current robotic couches with respect to the requirements derived, and a
recommendation for modifications of current robotic couches or a new
couch design for an effective couch-tracking system.

3.2 Methods and materials
3.2.1 Tumor motion characteristics
To estimate the tumor motion characteristics, two main types of
information sources were used: First, data reported in literature and
second, measured tumor motion trajectories.
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The literature was analyzed by recursively examining the references
and citations of publications reporting data on tumor motion [12], [14],
[15]. These publications were examined for values reported per tumor
motion trace. These values were included with respect to the motion
direction. If no directions were stated, the reported values were included
in every direction. The measured tumor motion trajectories were analyzed
regarding the displacement by independently computing the 1% to 99%
range of measured positions in the superior inferior (SI), left right (LR),
and anterior posterior (AP) directions. Analogously, these data were
differentiated to obtain the speed and acceleration of these signals, and
the 99th percentiles of the absolute speed and acceleration signals were
taken. The data was analyzed regarding their respiration frequency by
computing the peak to peak time intervals and considering the median.
The tumor motion data formed the basis to determine the requirements of
a robotic couch for couch tracking. An overview of the collected data is
given in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Overview of data included in the characterization of tumor motion.
Data reported in literature
Location

Tumor motion trajectories
analyzed

References

Data

Published in

[12], [14],
[116], [117],
[144]

Lung motion

[18], [145]

Displacement

Liver, lung,
right kidney,
left kidney,
diaphragm

Prostate
motion

[13], [36]

Speed

Liver, lung,
kidney

[112], [119]

Lung motion
Prostate
motion

[18], [145]

Acceleration

Liver, kidney

[119]

Lung motion
Prostate
motion

[18], [145]

[12], [107],
[117], [144],
[146]

Lung motion
Respiratory
external
motion

[18], [145]

Frequency

Liver, lung,
kidney,
abdomen

[13], [36]

[13], [36]

[61]
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Figure 3.1: Setups of the robotic couches for the performance tests, a) shows the
Protura (CIVCO Medical Solutions, Kalona, USA), b) Perfect Pitch (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, USA), c) RoboCouch (Accuray Inc., Sunnyvale, USA), and d)
RPSbase (gKteso GmbH, Bobingen, Germany). The weights on top imitated a patient
with a total weight of 98 kg and were distributed identically for all couches. Red
weights were 8 kg, pink weights were 10 kg, and green weights were 12 kg,
respectively.

3.2.2 Robotic couch characteristics
Four treatment couches, the Protura, the Perfect Pitch, the RoboCouch
and the RPSbase, were investigated. The Protura is a robotic couch that
is fixed on top of a pedestal (Figure 3.1). CIVCO specified the
translational positioning to reach submillimeter accuracy. The mechanics
are based on parallel kinematics, which guarantee high stiffness and
accuracy [101]. The Protura is available on the market and is in clinical
use. The Perfect Pitch by Varian is specified to reach a positioning
accuracy of 0.5 mm. Its mechanics are based on serial kinematics with
scissor kinematics for vertical (vrt) direction and with belts in lateral (lat)
and longitudinal (lng) directions. The Perfect Pitch is also available on
the market and is in clinical use. The RoboCouch by Accuray is offered
in combination with the manufacturer’s Cyberknife system and its
repeatability is stated to be 0.1 mm. Its mechanics are based on serial
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kinematics with revolute joints (like robots for the automated production
of automobiles). For the RPSbase, gKteso specifies an accuracy of
0.1 mm for corrective motion and 0.5 mm for absolute positioning. Its
mechanics are based on scissor kinematics and it is available on the
market.
For determining the specific characteristics of the four robotic
couches, performance tests were designed. For all these tests, weights
were placed on the couches and positioned such that they mimicked the
load of a 98 kg patient in supine position. The positions of the weights
were determined by considering the relative weights of the body parts
[123] and their locations (Figure 3.1). The position measurement device
consisted of six linear potentiometers (Opkon, Istanbul, Turkey), which
were arranged in parallel between two plates (see Appendix A). During
the performance tests, the measurement device was positioned beneath
the couch plate. The lower plate was fixed to the ground, while the upper
plate was fixed to the couch.

Type of performance tests
Six different tests were performed on each of the four robotic couch
systems.
Motion range tests: The maximum values found in the collected
tumor displacement data (59.9 mm lng, 36 mm lat, 30.2 mm vrt, see
section 3.3.1) determined the motion range requirements of the couches.
The couches had to move at least these required ranges.
Static accuracy tests: The robotic couches moved to 268 distinct
coordinates inside the range requirements. At each point, the couches
stood still for at least one second such that the errors in the lng, lat, and
vrt directions could be computed.
Maximum speed tests: The robotic couches repeatedly moved back
and forth between two points (at least 20 mm distance) in the lng, lat, or
vrt direction. At both points, the couches stood still for at least one second
before moving back. The measured position signal was differentiated and
the peaks of the resulting speed signal indicated the maximum speeds.
Maximum acceleration tests: The robotic couches repeatedly moved
back and forth between two points in the lng, lat, or vrt direction. This
time, the couches immediately changed direction to move back when
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reached one endpoint. The measured position signal was differentiated
twice and the peaks of the resulting acceleration signal indicated the
maximum accelerations.
Chirp signal tests: The robotic couches followed chirp signals in the
lng, lat, or vrt direction. The frequency of the sinusoidal signals
continuously increased from 0.1 Hz to 0.5 Hz. Additionally, the chirp
signals were applied repeatedly with varying peak to peak amplitudes of
4 mm to 60 mm for the lng, 4 mm to 40 mm for the lat, and 4 mm to
40 mm for the vrt direction, respectively. The difference between the
measured position and the chirp signal was computed and was denoted as
tracking error. Then, the ratio of the Fourier transformations of the
tracking error and the chirp signal was computed. This ratio’s magnitude
yields the normalized residual motion as a function of frequency.
Time delay tests: The robotic couches followed slow sinusoids with
a constant frequency of 0.05 Hz. The resulting position measurement
signal was shifted in time, which then was quantified using a cross
correlation of the measurement signal and the input signal. In the case of
the Accuray RoboCouch, this approach was not possible, since the input
signal and the position measurement signal could not be synchronized.
However, the time from releasing the motion enable button (which had to
be held pressed for the RoboCouch to move) until the peak deceleration
of the couch could be measured as a representative of the time delay.
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Figure 3.2: a) The left histograms show the speed and b) the right histograms the
acceleration in the superior-inferior (SI), the left-right (LR), and the anterior-posterior
(AP) directions. c) shows the distribution of the tumor motion frequency. The data
were obtained from the sources listed in Table 3.1. For each measured respiratory
motion trace, the 99th percentiles of the speed and the acceleration as well as the
median of the frequency were computed.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Tumor motion characteristics and couch
performance requirements derived
The assessment of the data collected from literature and the data
analysis showed a median peak to peak motion of 11.8 mm (max
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59.9 mm) in the SI, 5 mm (max 36 mm) in the LR, and 4.5 mm (max
30.2 mm) in the AP directions, respectively. The distribution of the speed
is shown in Figure 3.2 in panels a), the acceleration in panels b), and the
frequency in panel c).
The tumor motion data formed the basis for determining the
requirements of a robotic couch for couch tracking. During the treatments
of thoracic and abdominal tumors, assuming the patient to be in supine
position, the SI tumor motion direction corresponds to the lng, the LR to
the lat, and the AP to the vrt couch motion direction. Based on the speed
data (Figure 3.2a), the robotic couches are required to move at maximum
speeds of 60 mm/s (lng), 60 mm/s (lat), and 60 mm/s (vrt), respectively.
Analogously, the acceleration data (Figure 3.2b) results in requirements
of maximum accelerations of 80 mm/s2 (lng), 60 mm/s2 (lat), and
30 mm/s2 (vrt), respectively. Given the peak to peak motion data, the
robotic couches are required to have ranges (for motion compensation) of
at least 60 mm (lng), 40 mm (lat), and 40 mm (vrt), respectively. Finally,
the motion frequency data (Figure 3.2c) sets the requirement that the
couches should be able to track periodic motion of up to 0.5 Hz.
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3.3.2 Robotic couch characteristics
The static errors of the robotic couches generally were below 0.6 mm
(Table 3.2). The Perfect Pitch reached the lowest errors in the lng and lat
directions, and the RoboCouch showed the lowest error in the vrt
direction. The Protura showed the smallest time delay of 0.076 s. The
RoboCouch showed the highest speeds in all directions, and the RPSbase
the highest accelerations in all directions.

Table 3.2: The top part shows the results of the motion range tests in the longitudinal
(lng), lateral (lat), and vertical (vrt) directions, the static root mean square (RMS)
errors for the lng, lat, and vrt directions, as well as the time delays. The bottom part
shows the maximum speeds and accelerations in the lng, lat, and vrt directions
(mean±standard deviation).
Motion range (mm)

Static RMS error (mm)

Time delay (s)

lng

lat

vrt

lng

lat

vrt

Protura

66

45

44

0.12

0.60

0.56

0.076

Perfect Pitch

66

44

44

0.12

0.12

0.11

0.122

Robocouch

66

44

44

0.20

0.20

0.04

0.122

RPSbase

66

44

44

0.14

0.19

0.19

0.140

Maximum speed (mm/s)

Maximum acceleration (mm/s2)

lng

lat

vrt

lng

lat

vrt

Protura

20±0

21±0

19±1

49±2

46±2

96±8

Perfect Pitch

81±2

41±0

20±1

96±9

34±5

28±3

Robocouch

100±0

98±0

100±1

316±3

239±11

231±31

RPSbase

97±1

83±1

79±1

1631±81

2426±83

2261±143
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Figure 3.3: For each robotic couch, the residual motion (normalized by input
amplitude) is shown for a chirp signal input (sinusoidal with continuously increasing
peak-to-peak amplitude from 4 mm to 60 mm in longitudinal (lng), 4 mm to 40 mm
in lateral (lat), and 4 mm to 40 mm in vertical (vrt) directions). The frequencies varied
from 0.1 Hz to 0.5 Hz. The white lines indicate the border above which the maximum
speeds and acceleration of the couch were lower than the maximum speeds and
acceleration of the input motion.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the ratio of the chirp signal amplitudes and
the residual motion amplitudes. In the case of the Protura and the Perfect
Pitch, the white lines indicate the border above which the maximum
speeds and acceleration of the respective couch were exceeded by the
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Figure 3.4: For each robotic couch, the residual motion (normalized by input
amplitude) is shown for a chirp signal input (sinusoidal with continuously increasing
peak-to-peak amplitude from 4 mm to 60 mm in longitudinal (lng), 4 mm to 40 mm
in lateral (lat), and 4 mm to 40 mm in vertical (vrt) directions). The frequencies varied
from 0.1 Hz to 0.5 Hz. The white lines indicate the border above which the maximum
speeds and acceleration of the couch were lower than the maximum speeds and
acceleration of the input motion.

chirp signals. The maximum speeds and accelerations of the RoboCouch
and the RPSbase were never exceeded for the frequencies and amplitudes
investigated. Generally, the residual motion amplitudes were smaller than
the chirp signal amplitudes as long as the maximum speeds and
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accelerations of the couches were respected. However, even under these
conditions, the residual motion amplitude increased when the chirp signal
frequency increased.

3.4 Discussion
Couch tracking has the potential to reduce the treatment margins,
which potentially leads to reduced side effects or increased disease
control of radiation therapy. However, tumor motion compensation
challenges currently available robotic couches. We have investigated the
performances of the Protura, the Perfect Pitch, the RoboCouch, and the
RPSbase systems with respect to their motion range, static accuracy, time
delay, maximum speeds, maximum accelerations, and tracking
performance of sinusoidal motions of various frequencies and amplitudes.
Tumor motion traces were characterized by their displacement,
frequency, speed, and acceleration. Based on this information, the design
for an ideal treatment couch can be derived. The hardware design should
be compatible with current standard C-arm gantry systems. The software
design should incorporate control algorithms developed specifically for
motion compensation.
The traditional use of robotic couches is the patient setup correction
prior to each treatment. For this use, the main requirement is the static
accuracy, which should be as high as possible. However, due to the
limited imaging resolution before treatment, the static accuracy of the
couch can be limited without negatively impacting the patient setup
corrections. Typically, the spatial resolution of a computed tomography
image is around 0.24 mm, while the slice thickness varies from 0.5 mm
to 10 mm. Therefore, the ideal static accuracy of a robotic couch should
be below 0.24 mm. The Perfect Pitch, the RoboCouch, and the RPSbase
achieve it in all three dimensions, while the Protura achieves it only for
the lng direction. Generally, the current robotic couches are designed for
this task and fulfill it well.
However, here we look at a new use of robotic couches: couch
tracking. For this use, not only static accuracy is needed, but also dynamic
accuracy. New requirements are demanded, which can be derived by
analyzing tumor motion data. First, the robotic couches need to cover the
whole range of tumor displacements. Second, the robotic couches need to
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achieve the same maximum speeds and accelerations as the tumors. The
robotic couches examined all fulfill the first requirement of completely
covering the possible tumor motion displacements. This result was
expected, since for the patient setup a larger motion range is generally
preferable. The RoboCouch and the RPSbase fulfill the speed requirement
completely, while the Perfect Pitch does so only for the lng direction and
the Protura does not for any direction. Similarly, the acceleration
requirement is fulfilled by the RoboCouch and the RPSbase, and partly
by the Perfect Pitch (lng and vrt) and the Protura (vrt).
The motion range, speed, and acceleration are the necessary
requirements for active motion compensation. However, these are not
sufficient for a perfect tumor motion compensation, as Figures 3.3 and
3.4 show. Even if the input motion respects motion range, speed, and
acceleration limits, residual motion is still present. We suspect the major
cause of the nonzero residual motion to result from the control algorithm
together with the inertia of the mechanical and drive systems. The control
algorithm can only act when a difference between the couch position and
the demanded position is detected. Therefore, the actions of the control
algorithm always lag behind. Furthermore, the inertia of the robotic couch
and the patient cause a lag as well, because the controller can only control
the motor torque. Hence, the controller’s action (torque and overcoming
inertia) has to be integrated twice before the couch position is influenced.
Time integration of a signal always introduces lag. Another factor is the
time delay from a new demanded position being received by the controller
and the reaction of the controller. Furthermore, the Protura showed a low
static accuracy and a large residual motion below the speed and
acceleration limits. These two results are related because a high static
accuracy is a necessary prerequisite for achieving a high dynamic
accuracy. The static accuracy thus cannot be neglected.
The good results obtained with the RoboCouch can be explained by
the system being based on a robot designed for the production industry
(e.g. automobiles). These robots are required to not only be accurate but
also to be fast. On the other hand, the RPSbase’s good results may be
explained by its design for the concept of a virtual isocenter [124]. The
virtual isocenter concept needs the robotic couch to be able to react to the
motion of the gantry and therefore, to move fast. The mechanical design
does not seem to influence the requirements stated above. The
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RoboCouch and the RPSbase have very different mechanical designs, but
they both fulfill the stated requirements completely. However due to its
design with robotic arms, the RoboCouch design is less compatible with
a standard C-arm gantry design than the RPSbase.
An effective couch tracking approach demands very small time lags
and delays. The time lags can be decreased in two ways. First, the
maximum driving forces are increased and the inertia (robotic couch and
patient) is decreased. Second, not only the current demanded position is
to be considered by the controller but also its time derivatives (speed,
acceleration). This approach allows the controller to anticipate future
demanded positions. The drawback of increasing the driving forces is the
cost, and it could increase bending of the couch as well as introduce issues
with mechanical stability. Considering time derivatives as well requires a
profound knowledge of the dynamics of the position signal demanded,
which is available to some extent for respiratory motion and prostate
motion. However, it is expected to be more cost effective and would not
introduce any mechanical issues. This approach was investigated by
combining prediction filters [125] of respiratory motion and model
predictive control [99].
The current robotic couches show that fulfilling the necessary
requirements is feasible. The Protura as well as the Perfect Pitch would
benefit greatly from faster motors. However, all couches would improve
their couch-tracking performance with adjusted control algorithms even
if they meet the necessary requirements already. The control algorithms
should take into account the time derivatives of the tumor motion to
reduce the time lag, which is the main cause of residual motion.
The distributions of the tumor motion characteristics showed a
substantial asymmetry. The results regarding the tumor motion speeds
and accelerations are not as reliable as the peak to peak amplitudes and
frequencies, because the number of the speed and acceleration data is
smaller than the number of amplitude and frequency data. Additionally,
the speed and acceleration data were derived by differentiating the
position signal by the sampling time, which increases the noise and
consequently the uncertainty of these signals.
The feasibility of couch tracking was previously examined using a
miniaturized model of a couch and a tumor motion simulator [126]. In
[28], the authors investigated the dynamical parameters, such as speed or
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acceleration needed for a robotic couch to successfully compensate tumor
motion. However, their results (162 mm/s speed, 887 mm/s acceleration)
were very conservative as our investigation on tumor motion
characteristics showed. Various robotic couches were also investigated.
The HexaPOD robotic couch was tested with various tumor motion
trajectories to be compensated [29], or modeled to facilitate the
development of the control algorithm for couch tracking [111]. The
ELEKTA robotic couch was tested with various tumor motions [98].
However, they tested only single robotic couches and used a limited
number of motion trajectories, whereas in our work four couches were
investigated with a wider range of motion trajectories. More recently,
prototypical systems were developed. A mechanical slider was used to
evaluate tracking algorithms for motion compensation [127]. An
industrial robot was combined with a couch plate, and the system’s
motion compensation performance was tested [128]. A robotic couch
system was designed explicitly for couch tracking and was tested with
various patient-derived tumor motion trajectories [129]. The Protura was
examined regarding its ability to compensate sinusoidal motion with
varying frequencies [101]. We expanded on these results by using a larger
range of amplitudes of the motion trajectories and including other robotic
couches.

3.5 Conclusion
The ideal couch for couch tracking has a motion range of at least
60 mm (lng) and 40 mm (lat, vrt). The maximum speeds have to be at
least 60 mm/s in any direction with the maximum accelerations of
80 mm/s2 (lng), 60 mm/s2 (lat), and 30 mm/s2 (vrt). Furthermore, the ideal
couch should be designed with a controller that takes into account not
only the current demanded position but also the time derivatives of the
current demanded position, which can be accomplished using prediction
filters. Overall, the static accuracy is a prerequisite for a high dynamic
accuracy.
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4 Physiological response of
volunteers to couch motion
The content of this chapter is completely taken from [103].

4.1 Background
In radiotherapy, the intrafractional motion of tumors can become a
substantial uncertainty. For example, the motion of lung tumors may
reach a peak-to-peak amplitude of up to 24 mm [12] or even 38 mm [106].
Liver tumors may reach 34 mm [14]. There are several approaches to
mitigate this uncertainty [15], the conventional approach being the target
volume expansion to cover all the possible positions of the tumor. While
this approach ensures the dose coverage of the tumor, it increases the dose
to surrounding healthy tissue. Alternative approaches are gating and
dynamic tumor tracking techniques. In gated treatment, the tumor motion
or its surrogate is monitored and the radiation beam is only switched on
e.g. during a specific respiration phase. Dynamic tumor tracking
techniques compensate the tumor motion continuously by moving the
beam (CyberKnife [22], Vero [20]), modifying the beam (MLC tracking
[10]) or counter steering the patient with the robotic couch, which is called
couch tracking.
The advantages of couch tracking are 1) it can be performed on a
conventional linear accelerator as opposed to beam tracking and 2) it does
not disturb the beam as opposed to MLC tracking. However, couch
tracking may influence the respiration of the patient or may induce stress
or motion sickness, since the patient is being dynamically shifted with the
couch during the treatment. Generally, the patient’s respiration influences
the motion of tumors in the thorax or upper abdomen. During couch
tracking, the tumor motion is compensated by the motion of the robotic
couch. However, the couch motion may also interact with the patient and
influence the patient’s respiration, thus possibly reducing the couchtracking effectiveness.
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So far, three studies have been performed evaluating the behavior of
volunteers or patients on a moving couch. Sweeney et al. [37] conducted
a study with ten healthy volunteers and 23 patients. They were positioned
supine on a robotic treatment couch executing a predefined cyclical
trajectory for 30 min. This procedure was repeated once on a different
day. The study endpoint was the procedure termination when the patients
expressed the need to stop or to administer anti-nausea agents. D’Souza
et al. [38] recruited 50 patients. They experienced several couch
movement intervals that switched between static and dynamic conditions,
in which the couch followed a pre-programmed trajectory. During each
static segment, the ´Motion Sickness Assessment Questionnaire´
(MSAQ) [10] was administered. Wilbert et al. [39] performed a study
with 15 healthy volunteers on a robotic couch, which counter steered the
respiration of the volunteer. The focus was on changes in volunteers’
respiration patterns.
The current study with 100 volunteers considered both the influence
of respiration-driven couch motion on the respiratory pattern and the
volunteers’ tolerance. The measurement alternated between static and
tracking conditions in order to show whether volunteers got accustomed
to tracking. In addition to the MSAQ, physiological signals (heartrate,
skin conductivity, and eye motion) were recorded for an objective
assessment of the mental state of the volunteers.

4.2 Methods
The prospective study was designed such that each volunteer was
placed on the couch only once and he/she experienced one sequence of
couch motion conditions. The sequence consisted of three segments under
tracking conditions (the couch moved according to volunteer’s
respiration) and between these segments the couch did not move. The last
segment consisted of a couch movement along a predefined trajectory
independent of the volunteer’s respiration.

4.2.1 Study population
Healthy, German-speaking volunteers between 18 and 100 years were
eligible. Exclusion criteria were: known or suspected non-compliance,
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drug or alcohol abuse, the inability to follow the procedures, and a body
weight above 200 kg. Informed consent was obtained from each volunteer
prior to study entry.

4.2.2 Study protocol
The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee and
was defined in accordance with the precepts in the ´Declaration of
Helsinki´. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02820532)
and the Swiss national clinical trials portal (SNCTP000001878).

4.2.3 Couch tracking system
The tracking system [32] consists of 1) the robotic couch, the Protura
(CIVCO Medical Solutions, USA), 2) the sensors measuring the
respiration and the couch position, and 3) the computer implementing the
couch-tracking control (Fig. 1). The Protura has a position range of
±50 mm in SI, ±25 mm in LR and ±25 mm in AP direction. The Protura
maximum speed and acceleration are 15 mm/s and 45 mm/s2,
respectively, when simultaneously moving in the SI and AP directions
[101]. For the same motion type, the Protura can compensate sinusoidal
motion well up to 0.2 Hz. The respiration was measured using a laser
triangulation system (LTS) (optoNCDT 1302, Micro Epsilon
Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG, Germany). The LTS was mounted on a
frame that was fixed to the couch and measured the external chest or belly
position. The frame allowed adapting the LTS position for the different
volunteers. The LTS had a latency of about 2 ms and the low-pass filter
of the LTS signal introduced a further 32 ms. The Protura couch showed
a latency of about 100 ms. We did not use a prediction filter, since the
focus of the study was not on the motion compensation performance.
Additionally, no action was taken if the couch was too slow to follow the
respiratory motion. We aimed to keep the system as simple as possible
for reliability. Also, there was no training of the motion compensation
during the initial static segment. Note that the measurements were carried
out on a clinically used radiotherapy system in the hospital.
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4.2.4 Motion trajectory
The respiration of the volunteers was measured externally on the chest
or abdomen in anterior-posterior (AP) direction, see section Couch
tracking system. A fictitious tumor was assumed to move dependent on
the respiration. The tumor motion was assumed to be two-dimensional
(superior-inferior (SI) and AP) and linearly correlated to the external
motion signal. The external motion’s amplitude varied among the
volunteers due to different body sizes or measurement locations. To
ensure that the couch stayed inside its position range, the tumor motion
amplitudes across the volunteers had to be limited. Therefore, the peak to
peak motion amplitude was normalized (for details see supplementary
materials) and then multiplied by 2.86 mm for AP and 10.67 mm for SI.
The LR motion was omitted due to being minimal in many patients. These
numbers were chosen to approximate the average motion amplitudes as
given in [12], [14], [106], while respecting the limits of the motion range
of the robotic couch. The normalization value was the mean amplitude of
the external motion during the initial segment.
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Figure 4.1: The volunteers were positioned supine with arms up. The left panel shows
a volunteer with the sensors attached (blue ellipses). The right panel shows the
schematic connection and placement of the sensors. The ellipse with two hands shows
the placement of the electrodes for heartrate and skin conductivity measurements.
LTS: laser triangulation system.

4.2.5 Measurement sequence
All volunteers were positioned supine with arms up on the treatment
couch (Figure 4.1).
The measurement sequence consisted of eight segments of three types:
static, tracking and chirp (Figure 4.2). After initialization, the couch was
static for one minute, then it switched to tracking (track) for one minute
and then back to static. This procedure was repeated twice and the
sequence ended with a chirp segment. During the static segments, the
couch kept its last position. During the tracking segments, the couch
compensated the motion of the fictitious tumor. During the chirp segment,
the couch followed a pre-programmed sinusoid whose frequency
increased over time. The start of a tracking segment was synchronized
with the end-expiration, when the speed of the fictitious tumor was
minimal. During the complete sequence, the gantry was in 0° position and
did not move to avoid collision with the frame for the respiration
measurement (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.2: The measurement sequence of one volunteer. The line shows the
superior-inferior (SI) position of the couch. The first interval (ini (white)) initializes
the couch-tracking system. The colored intervals indicate the three segments: static
(blue), track (green) and chirp (orange). During the track segments, the couch moved
in accordance with the volunteer’s respiration. During the chirp segment, the couch
moved sinusoidally independent of the respiration.

4.2.6 Physiological signals
Skin Conductivity
The electrical conductivity between two electrodes on the left palm of
the volunteer was measured (Figure 4.1). The electrical conductivity
depends on the humidity (sweat production) of the skin, which is
influenced by the sympathetic nervous activity. Therefore, arousal or
relaxation of the volunteer can be detected via the skin conductivity [130].
The hardware was the BITalino [131] (PLUX wireless biosignals S.A.,
Portugal). The analog signals of the sensors were converted to digital
signals (10 bits) and sent to the central computer.

Heartrate
On each palm of the volunteer one electrode was attached (Figure 4.1),
which collected electrocardiogram data. The hardware used was also the
BITalino.
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Eyetracking
The volunteer wore eye-tracking glasses (SensoMotoric Instruments
GmbH, Germany), which measured the gaze location and tracked the
opening / closing of the eyes (Figure 4.1).

4.2.7 Questionnaires
Each volunteer filled out two questionnaires (for details see
supplementary materials): one before and one after the measurement. The
first questionnaire asked for gender, age, weight, and history of motion
sickness. The second questionnaire was the MSAQ described by Gianaros
et al. [132], which allows the subjective assessment of motion sickness
by volunteers. The statement scores of the MSAQ were grouped and
averaged resulting in four scores, termed gastrointestinal, central,
peripheral, and sopite related. The lowest possible score was one and the
highest possible score nine, indicating the highest agreement with the
respective statement.

4.2.8 Analyses
The respiration amplitude and frequency, the skin conductivity, the
heartrate, and the distance from the overall average gaze location were
analyzed. For each volunteer, these characteristic parameters were
normalized by the volunteer’s overall mean value of the respective signal.
The average over each segment was calculated resulting in eight values,
assessed during four static segments, three tracking segments and one
chirp segment. Note that the normalized skin conductivity values were
offset, such that for all volunteers the first static segment value was zero.
This reduces the base skin conductivity variation among the volunteers.
Two common hypotheses for all characteristic parameters were, 1)
that the average of the values for the tracking segments was different from
the static segments and 2) that the last tracking segment differed from the
first tracking segment. The two-sided Wilcoxon sign rank test
(significance level 𝑝 < 0.05) was used to verify these hypotheses.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Study population
One hundred healthy volunteers were included in the study (67 male,
33 female), (one male was excluded due to non-compliance, because he
intentionally increased his respiration amplitude during tracking
segments). Additionally, some measurements had to be excluded due to
technical problems: The heartrate data had to be excluded for 21
volunteers due to poor signal-to-noise ratios. The skin conductivity data
of 20 volunteers had to be excluded due to the signal hitting the sensor
saturation limits (16 lower limit, 4 upper limit), and the eye-tracking data
of four volunteers had to be excluded due to improper placement of the
eye-tracking glasses. The volunteers’ age distribution ranged from 23 to
84 with a median of 32 years (Supplement Figure 3). The resultant peakto-peak amplitudes of the fictitious tumor ranged from 8 mm to 22 mm
with a median of 14 mm. The respiration frequencies among the
volunteers ranged from 0.07 Hz to 0.48 Hz.

4.3.2 Motion sickness history of the volunteers
About half (56 of 100) of the volunteers reported to have experienced
motion sickness in their life at least once. While 12 of 100 volunteers
experienced motion sickness only once or twice, 27 volunteers experience
motion sickness at sea at least occasionally and 30 volunteers at least
occasionally riding in a car on a winding road. One volunteer reported to
always experience motion sickness in cars or at sea.
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4.3.3 Physiological measurements
The results of the hypotheses tests are summarized in Table 4.1. For
each test, the 𝑝-value and the 95% confidence interval (ci95) are shown.
Three tests showed highly significant differences. The respiration
amplitude and skin conductivity significantly decreased between the first
and the last tracking segment. On the other hand, the respiration
frequency was significantly higher during tracking than during static
segments. The heartrate did not show any significant differences. The eye
tracking showed significant differences, lower values during tracking but
they increased from the first to last tracking segment.

Table 4.1: Results of the two-sided Wilcoxon sign rank tests
Number of
included
volunteers
Respiration
amplitude
Respiration
frequency
Heartrate

average track vs. average
static

track3 vs. track1

𝑝-value

ci95

𝑝-value

ci95

99

0.1

-

< 0.0001

[-0.04, -0.12]

99

< 0.0001

[0.08, 0.14]

1

-

78

0.11

-

1

-

Skin
79
0.46
< 0.0001
[-0.29, -0.41]
conductivity
Eye
95
0.02
[-0.01, -0.1]
0.003
[0.04, 0.19]
tracking
Each row shows one respiration characteristic or the result of one physiological measurement.
Each row shows two tests, the first compared the average values of the tracking and the static
segments, while the second compared the first with the last tracking segment. For each test, the
𝑝-value and the 95% confidence interval (ci95) are shown.
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Figure 4.3: Box plots of the respiration amplitudes and frequencies. The values of
each volunteer were normalized by his overall mean and then averaged over each
segment resulting in eight values per volunteer. Each panel shows the distribution of
the average amplitude and frequency of the segment over all volunteers.

4.3.4 Respiration characteristics
The median respiration amplitude (Figure 4.3, upper panel)
continuously decreased over the entire measurement time. On average
over all segments, 57 volunteers showed an increase of the respiration
amplitude during the tracking segments compared to the static segments.
The median of the respiration frequency (Figure 4.3, lower panel) always
increased when the couch was tracking. However, during the chirp the
median respiration frequency did not increase as much as during tracking.

4.3.5 Skin conductivity
The median skin conductivity decreased continuously (Figure 4.4).
The difference between the first tracking segment and the average of the
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Figure 4.4: The box plot of the skin conductivity. The skin conductivity values of
each volunteer were normalized by his overall mean and then averaged over each
segment resulting in eight values per volunteer. Each panel shows the distribution of
the segment averaged skin conductivity over all volunteers.

first two static segments was significant (𝑝 < 0.0001, 𝑐𝑖95 =
[0.02,0.07]). The chirp segment did not influence the median skin
conductivity.

4.3.6 Eye tracking
The eye tracking data showed significantly lower variation (segment
mean distance of gaze location to overall average gaze location) of the
gaze location during the tracking segments than during the static
segments. However, the gaze location varied significantly more during
the last tracking than during the first tracking segment.

4.3.7 Motion sickness assessment questionnaire
The scores were low except for ‘sopite related’ statements, where the
scores were higher but also more spread than for the other cases (Figure
4.). However, all four scores showed a few outliers. We have not found
any correlations between these scores and motion sickness history or
physiological measurement data (for details see supplementary
materials).
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Figure 4.5: Average scores of the final questionnaire statements grouped into four
motion sickness components. The higher the score, the higher the agreement with the
statements corresponding to the given motion sickness component.

4.4 Discussion
Couch tracking has the potential to reduce the treatment margins,
which may lead to reduced side effects. However, one concern is the
interaction between the patient and the moving couch. Here, we
investigated whether the couch motion influences the respiration pattern
of the volunteers and whether the couch motion induces any stress or
motion sickness in the volunteers.
On average, the respiration frequency was significantly higher during
tracking than during static segments. This increase is a potentially
negative effect for couch tracking, since it might cause increased
compensation errors. However, during the final segment, when the couch
moved along a predefined trajectory, the increase was not observed.
Therefore, the increase is either due to a property of the feedback of the
tracking system or of the respiration measurement. For many volunteers,
the respiration measurement exhibited small oscillations above 1 Hz (for
details see supplementary materials Fig. 6), which became substantial
during expiration. In [39], the significant frequency increase may not have
been found, due to the small number of volunteers (15) or because their
respiration measurements did not show these oscillations. The couch
compensated these oscillations causing a trembling couch motion, which
the volunteer might perceive as uncomfortable. Therefore, the volunteers
may have tended to spend less time in the expiration. This possibility has
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to be investigated further, but one solution might be to use low-pass filters
to mitigate these oscillations at the cost of increasing the lag time of the
couch-tracking system. The flexibility of the couch and the volunteers’
bodies might lead to the occurrence of a resonant frequency, which is
higher than the respiration frequency. The noise of the LTS measurement
may contain frequencies in the range of the resonant frequency and
together with the feedback control, it might have led to the excitation of
this resonant frequency.
The respiration amplitude did not change when the couch switched
between the tracking and the static segments. However, it continuously
decreased over the entire experiment. This decrease may be explained by
the relaxation of the volunteers. This decrease may also cause a decrease
in the tumor motion amplitude. Consequently, this relaxation could be
exploited by having patients rest on the couch a few minutes before
starting the treatment, which results in a smaller tumor motion amplitude
and in turn may lead to smaller compensation errors. In [39], the mean
amplitude over the first, the middle, and the final ten respiration cycles
were computed during a five-minute measurement with the couch moving
according to the respiration. For half of the volunteers, the authors found
that the respiration amplitudes decreased from the first ten to the last ten
cycles. This agrees with our observations. Our results additionally show
that the decrease of the respiration amplitude was not affected by the
couch’s switching between static and tracking conditions.
In the second part, we investigated whether the couch motion induces
stress or motion sickness in the volunteers. The overall experience of the
couch tracking was evaluated using the MSAQ. The first three scores
show very little evidence of motion sickness, but the fourth score
(sopite related) showed higher values than the other scores. This fourth
score included statements on tiredness and sleepiness, therefore, higher
values of the fourth score could point to relaxation instead of motion
sickness (for details see supplementary materials). The majority of the
examinations took place in the evening. However, as there were outliers
in all scores, a small fraction of patients might need closer observation in
couch tracking. The MSAQ was also applied in [38], but the authors
considered the overall score. Their resulting scores were generally low,
which coincides with our results. Similar results were reached in [37],
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where none of the subjects needed to interrupt a 30-minute session of
lying on a moving couch.
The skin conductivity results showed the overall relaxation
(significant difference between first and last tracking segments), except
for the first tracking segment, which showed a significant increase in skin
conductivity emphasizing the elevated mental strain at the beginning of
tracking. During the subsequent tracking segments, the skin conductivity
decreased. This observation can be explained by the tracking being a new
experience (first tracking segment), to which people get accustomed over
the next segments. The question remains, whether people remain
accustomed to couch tracking between treatment fractions of consecutive
days.
The eye tracking showed smaller deviations from the mean gaze
location during tracking segments than during static segments. The
volunteers tended to focus their gaze, when the couch was moving,
possibly to look for stability (analogously to looking at the horizon while
balancing). However, the increase of the gaze deviations from the first
tracking segment to the last tracking segment indicates that the volunteers
become accustomed to tracking (for details see supplementary materials).
The heartrate did not show any significant variation due to couch-tracking
or overall relaxation. Since both the skin conductivity and the heartrate
did not show any consistent variations with the respiration characteristics,
it does not seem possible to predict the respiration characteristics using
these physiological signals.
The stress of the volunteers was only slightly increased due to the
couch motion (more focused gaze, increased skin conductivity). The
physiological measurements agreed with the results of the MSAQ, in so
far that both showed small signals of stress.
The equipment to perform the physiological measurements might
have influenced the results, because, such additional devices might
increase the stress level of the volunteers. However, patients might have
a higher level of stress, which could influence the ability to tolerate couch
motion. Additionally, the gantry was static during the study, but sudden
changes in the motion of the gantry during treatment could influence the
stress of the patient. Patients might also have respiration patterns that are
rather different from those of healthy volunteers. Additionally, the
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fictitious tumor motion model consisted only of a straight line. Such a
model does not cover all real tumor motion trajectories.
The median age of the volunteers was 32 years, which does not reach
the typical age of cancer patients, but there were 14 volunteers above the
age of 60 years. However, we did not find any relationships between the
aforementioned results and the volunteers’ age.
The breathing amplitudes were normalized to ensure that the fictitious
tumor position stayed inside allowed motion range for the Protura.
However, the normalization values were computed only on the initial
static segment. Therefore, the normalization values were only
approximations, which led to some variation of the resultant fictitious
tumor motion amplitude (Supplement Fig. 4). The LR motion was omitted
due to being generally small. The LR motion could alter the patient
response, since the body could rotate around the SI axis, which could be
a different sensation. However, since only few patients have considerable
LR motion, we neglected the LR motion.

4.5 Conclusion
The significant increase in respiration frequency clearly shows that the
patient’s respiration and the couch movement interact. Therefore, further
investigations are needed to quantify the impact of this change in
respiration pattern on the couch-tracking performance. As the volunteers
seem to quickly grow accustomed to the tracking motion (shown by a
significant decrease of respiration amplitude and skin conductivity) and
they only show very mild symptoms of stress or motion sickness, the
viability of couch tracking is indicated.
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dynamic couch motion
The content of this chapter is completely taken from [104].

5.1 Introduction
Radiation therapy aims to focus precisely the dose to the tumor.
However, the intrafractional tumor motion, which is up to 34 mm for lung
and liver tumors [12], [14], [106], increases the uncertainty of the
treatment and can decrease effectiveness. Several approaches exist to
mitigate the intrafractional motion. The approach used most frequently is
to enlarge the target volume; thereby ensuring the target volume to cover
all positions of the tumor [133]. Other proposed approaches are gating or
dynamic tumor tracking. In gating, the tumor motion or a surrogate is
monitored and the radiation beam is only switched on given certain
conditions, e.g. during a specific respiration phase interval [134].
Dynamic tumor tracking approaches compensate the tumor motion
continuously by moving the beam [20], [22], modifying the beam
(multileaf collimator tracking [113], or moving the patient in the opposite
direction of the tumor motion using a robotic couch. The last approach is
referred to as couch tracking [126].
The advantage of couch tracking and multileaf collimator (MLC)
tracking over beam tracking is the fact that they can be performed on
conventional linear accelerators. However, the couch tracking approach
might induce some unintended motion of the patient’s body, which would
limit the couch tracking effectiveness.
An initial study by D’Souza et al [38] found on 50 patients no
significant motion of the body during couch motion. However, Wilbert et
al [39] noticed that some test persons exhibited lateral abdominal motion
in one case with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 10 mm. Since the primary
endpoint of their study was to evaluate changes in the respiratory patterns,
this observation was not investigated further.
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In this current study, the goal was to assess whether the couch motion
induces body motion. The goal was motivated by the study [39] of Wilbert
et al because the authors observed lateral abdominal motion, but did not
investigate it further and had a relatively low number of volunteers. On
the other hand, the study [38] of D’Souza et al had a larger number of
patients, but the authors did not consider breathing correlated couch
motion. Here, 100 volunteers were placed on the couch, which moved in
breathing correlated and -uncorrelated trajectories and unintended body
motion was measured.

5.2 Material and methods
5.2.1 Problem definition
A basic assumption behind couch tracking concerns the relationship
between the couch plate and the patient body, which we represent by
points 𝐶 and 𝐵, respectively (Figure 5.1). Normally, it is assumed that the
vector 𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 (𝑡) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∀𝑡. The patient does not move the body on the
couch during treatment. However, this equation does not necessarily hold
when the couch moves, namely varies its position 𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶 (𝑡) and orientation
𝑅𝑂𝐶 (𝑡), where 𝑂 is the inertial frame of reference. Then, the vector 𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 (𝑡)
may actually be a function of 𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶 (𝑡), 𝑹𝑂𝐶 (𝑡) and their time derivatives
̇ (𝑡), 𝑟⃗̈ (𝑡), 𝑹 (𝑡)). The aim of this work is to estimate the
𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 (𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶 (𝑡), 𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶
𝑂𝐶
𝑂𝐶
uncertainty increase of 𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 when 𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶 (𝑡), 𝑹𝑂𝐶 (𝑡) vary over time as opposed
to them being constant.

5.2.2 Estimation approach
Volunteers were asked to lie in supine position on a robotic couch.
Over the course of the measurement time, the robotic couch switched
between static and moving conditions several times. Markers placed on
the couch plate (couchmarkers) and on the volunteer’s body
(bodymarkers) were recorded. In this case, the respiration substantially
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Figure 5.1: Transverse plane cut schematic of study setup. The coordinate system O
and point O represent the inertial frame of reference and the origin point, respectively.
Analogously, the coordinate system C and the point C represent the couch fixed frame
of reference and the couch position, respectively. The point B represents the body
position. The point Mb represents the positions of the bodymarkers. The i’th
bodymarker is denoted Mb,i . The same holds for the couchmarkers Mc,i .

influenced the motion of the bodymarkers; therefore, it could not be
simply neglected. A secondary sensor measured the vertical motion of the
laser reflection plate (Figure 5.1), which moved only due to respiration
and not due to couch motion. The plate’s vertical motion was not
influenced by the couch motion because of its location at the anterior
center of the body (Figure 5.1). Correlating the plate’s vertical motion and
the bodymarkers’ motion during the static interval allowed to subtract the
respiratory component from the bodymarkers’ motion during the motion
time interval. Due to the static friction between the volunteers’ backs and
the couch plate, the body motion was expected to be larger on the outside
than on the inside. Therefore, the position uncertainties of the outside
bodymarkers 𝑀𝑏 delivered a conservative estimation of 𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 uncertainty.

5.2.3 Study setup
The study protocol was approved by the local ethics committee and
was defined in accordance with the precepts in the ´Declaration of
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Figure 5.2: On the left, the schematic setup of the study is shown. The volunteer is
positioned supine with knee and arm supports. Above the volunteer two cameraprojector pairs are mounted, one to the left and one to the right of the volunteer. The
view directions of the camera-projector pairs were set to include the torso of the
volunteer. Markers were placed on the torso and the couch, which were tracked. On
the right, a photograph of the setup is shown, in which the laser triangulation sensor
(LTS) is shown additionally.

Helsinki´. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02820532)
and the Swiss national clinical trials portal (SNCTP000001878). Onehundred healthy, German-speaking volunteers aged between 18 and 100
years were eligible for the study. The exclusion criteria were known or
suspected non-compliance, drug or alcohol abuse, the inability to follow
the procedures, and a body weight above 200 kg. Informed consent was
obtained from each volunteer prior to study entry. The volunteers were
placed supine on a flat mattress with a knee and an arm support on the
couch but were not fixated in a mask or on a vacuum mattress (Figure
5.2). This patient positioning is derived from the standard setup for lung
cancer treatment. The robotic couch was the Protura [101] (CIVCO
Medical Solutions, USA). The vertical motion of the laser reflection plate
(Figure 5.1) was measured via a laser triangulation system (LTS)
(optoNCDT 1302, Micro Epsilon Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG,
Germany) attached to the couch (see Fig. 1). The LTS has resolution of
0.025 mm and a maximum deviation from linearity of 0.2 mm.
Since only healthy volunteers were included in the study, there was no
actual tumor motion. Therefore, we simulated a tumor motion that was
correlated to the measured external motion. The external respiratory
motion was measured on the chest or abdomen in anterior-posterior (AP)
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direction. For every volunteer, an individual transformation from external
motion to internal simulated tumor motion was defined. The
transformation parameters were estimated before the actual tracking
started in static conditions, such that the simulated tumor motion
amplitudes in superior-inferior and anterior-posterior direction were
10.67 mm and 2.86 mm, respectively, [12], [14], [106] during the static
phase. The same transformation was applied to the external motion during
the entire tracking experiment. Therefore, it happened that the simulated
tumor motion changed over time because the external motion changed.
The simulated tumor motion amplitudes and frequencies for all
volunteers ranged from 10 mm to 29 mm and from 0.09 Hz to 0.39 Hz.
These values are similar to the motion amplitudes found in other studies
[12], [14], [106] and ensure that the robotic couch does not reach its
position limits. However, we did not ensure that the couch’s speed and
acceleration limits were not reached. In such cases, the motion
compensation performance simply deteriorated.

5.2.4 Marker motion setup
The body motion of the volunteers was measured using TOPOS [135],
a surface imaging device developed in-house. The TOPOS consisted of
two cameras and two projectors. They were located above the volunteers
fixed to the ceiling, one camera-projector pair to the left of the volunteer
and one pair to the right. The view directions of each pair were set such
that their fields of view included the torso of the volunteer and the couch
plate close to the torso, as shown in (Figure 5.2). The TOPOS accuracy
was estimated to be within 1 mm [135].
The sampling rate of TOPOS was approximately 10 Hz. Each sample
consisted of a three-dimensional point cloud, which represented the
measured surface. For a surface to be measured, it needed to reflect the
projected light. However, dark surfaces reflect very little light, which was
exploited for this study. Markers were attached to the torso of the
volunteer and to the couch (Figure 5.2). The markers were shaped as
either triangles (bodymarkers) or rectangles (couchmarkers) and were
colored white with black borders. This coloring resulted in clusters in the
point cloud, whose centroids could be tracked over time resulting in a
trajectory for each marker. The optical markers were not placed directly
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Figure 5.3: The measurement sequence of a volunteer. The colored intervals indicate
the static intervals, the track intervals and the chirp interval. During the track intervals,
the couch moved in synchronization with the volunteer’s breathing as measured by
the LTS (𝑧𝐿𝑇𝑆 ). During the chirp interval, the couch followed a chirp trajectory
identical among the volunteers.

on the skin, because we expected the requirement to remove the clothing
to reduce substantially the number of interested volunteers. However, the
volunteers were asked not to wear loose clothing and the markers were
placed in locations where the clothing was lying on the skin.

5.2.5 Measurement procedure
The measurement procedure consisted of several segments (Figure
5.3): First, the static segments, during which the couch did not move.
Second, the tracking segments, during which the couch compensated the
simulated tumor motion. Third, the chirp segment, during which the
couch moved independently of the volunteer’s respiration. The chirp is a
sinusoidal signal whose frequency increases linearly over time. The
tracking segment was repeated three times with four static segments
before, in-between, and after. The chirp signal was at the end. The starting
points of the tracking segments were synchronized with the end expiration
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of the volunteers. The volunteers were asked to breathe in a relaxed
manner and to not change the respiration pattern intentionally.

5.2.6 Analysis
The following steps were repeated for each volunteer. For each
marker, there was one three-dimensional trajectory representing the
motion of the marker in the inertial frame of reference (Figure 5.1). We
assumed the couch plate to be a rigid body, which allowed to aggregate
the couchmarker trajectories 𝑟⃗𝑂𝑀𝑐 ,𝑖 (𝑡) to the couch position 𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶 (𝑡), and
couch orientation 𝑹𝑂𝐶 (𝑡). The bodymarker trajectories 𝑟⃗𝑂𝑀𝑏,𝑖 (𝑡) were
recorded in the inertial frame of reference but the bodymarker trajectories
with respect to the couch plate were of interest. Therefore, the couch plate
frame of reference was defined and the vectors with a prefix 𝐶 are
represented in this frame of reference. The bodymarker trajectories 𝐶 𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖
were computed via 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑹𝑇𝑂𝐶 (𝑡) (𝑟⃗𝑂𝑀𝑏,𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑟⃗𝑂𝐶 (𝑡)).
Each bodymarker’s motion 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖 (𝑡) consisted of two components:
𝑟
⃗
⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 (𝑡) + 𝐶 𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ (𝑡). The first component was
𝐶 𝐶𝑀𝑏 ,𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐶 𝑟
due to the respiration and the second component was due to the couch
motion, which we put our focus on. Therefore, 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 (𝑡) had to be
subtracted from 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖 (𝑡). To this end, three time intervals were defined,
namely 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 , 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 , and 𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑝 . The 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 includes all four static
intervals, the 𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 all three track intervals, and 𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑝 the chirp interval.
During the static intervals, it held that 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 (𝑡) ∀𝑡 ∈
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 and 𝐶 𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ (𝑡) = 0 ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 . Furthermore, a linear
relationship between 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝 (𝑡) and 𝑧𝐿𝑇𝑆 (𝑡) was tested. The variable
𝑧𝐿𝑇𝑆 denotes the vertical position of the LTS reflection plate.
Consequently, the relationship (5.1) could be defined and its parameters
𝛼𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 , 𝛾𝑖 , 𝛼𝑖0 , 𝛽𝑖0 , 𝛾𝑖0 identified.
𝛼𝑖,0
𝛼𝑖
𝛽
𝛽𝑖,0 ) ∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐
(𝑡)
(𝑡)
𝑟
⃗
=
(
)
𝑧
+
(
(5.1)
𝑖
𝐿𝑇𝑆
𝐶 𝐶𝑀𝑏 ,𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝
𝛾𝑖
𝛾𝑖,0
The identified parameters allowed subtracting the respiratory
component from the bodymarker motion during all intervals (5.2), which
leaves only the motion component due to the couch motion.
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𝛼𝑖,0
𝛼𝑖
𝛽
𝛽𝑖,0 )] ∀𝑡
(𝑡)
(𝑡)
(𝑡)
𝑟
⃗
=
𝑟
⃗
−
[(
)
𝑧
+
(
𝑖
𝐿𝑇𝑆
𝐶 𝐶𝑀𝑏 ,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ
𝐶 𝐶𝑀𝑏 ,𝑖
𝛾𝑖
𝛾𝑖,0

(5.2)

The linear relationship assumption may not hold for all the markers
but these cases could be identified by considering 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ during
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 . If the average Euclidean norm of 𝐶 𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ was above a value
higher than 80% percent of all cases, the bodymarker was excluded. The
uncertainty of 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ was quantified by fitting multivariate Gaussian
distributions once to 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ (𝑡)∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 and once to
⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ (𝑡)∀𝑡 ∈ 𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒 . The uncertainty was defined as twice the
𝐶𝑟
square root of the diagonal values of the covariance matrices of the fitted
Gaussian distributions. This uncertainty corresponded to the range, in
which 68.2% of all samples of 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ (𝑡) fall into. The uncertainty
of 𝐶 𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 of a volunteer was estimated by taking the mean of the
uncertainties of 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝑀𝑏,𝑖,𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑐ℎ of all markers 𝑖 of that volunteer.
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Figure 5.4: Box plots of the estimated uncertainties of Cr⃗CB during the static interval
and the move interval. The panels show the uncertainties in superior-inferior (SI),
left-right (LR), and anterior-posterior (AP) directions.

5.3 Results
Fourteen volunteers were excluded due to technical problems of the
TOPOS system and one volunteer due to non-compliant behavior. Further
two volunteers were excluded due to their bodymarkers failing the linear
relationship assumption. The uncertainties of 𝐶𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 for SI, LR, and AP for
all the intervals are shown in Figure 5.4. The uncertainties during the track
intervals were higher than during the static intervals for all directions. The
uncertainties did not vary substantially among the static intervals. The
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same holds for the track intervals. Two-sided Wilcoxon sign-rank tests
were carried out for SI, LR, and AP and the resulting p-values and 95%
confidence intervals are shown in Table 5.1. The uncertainties
significantly increased from the static interval to the track interval. The
SI direction exhibited the largest increase in uncertainty, while the LR
and AP direction showed similar increases. The uncertainties were above
zero during the static interval. Several volunteers exhibited large
increases in uncertainty as they are shown as outliers in Figure 5.4.

5.4 Discussion
Couch tracking can potentially reduce the tumor position uncertainty
and thereby the treatment margins, which potentially reduces side effects
of the radiation treatment. However, there is the concern that couch
motion possibly induces body motion and therefore, increases the
uncertainty of the tumor position relative to the couch. In the current
study, we investigated whether the couch motion induces body motion
and consequently uncertainty of the tumor position. The results show a
significant but small increase in uncertainty during couch motion.
The uncertainty of the body position during the track intervals and the
chirp interval was significantly higher than during the static intervals.
Therefore, the couch motion slightly increases the body position
uncertainty and, consequently, the tumor position uncertainty. However,
this increase is an order of magnitude smaller than the documented tumor
motion amplitudes [12], [14], [106]. Therefore, the couch-tracking
approach would still reduce the overall tumor position uncertainty.
Table 5.1: Results of the two-sided rank tests with the average over the static
intervals, the average over the track intervals, and the chirp interval.
average track vs. average static

chirp vs. average static

𝑝-value

ci95

𝑝-value

ci95

SI

< 0.0001

[0.47, 0.57]

< 0.0001

[0.78, 0.91]

LR

< 0.0001

[0.23, 0.30]

< 0.0001

[0.34, 0.43]

AP

< 0.0001

[0.29, 0.38]

< 0.0001

[0.38, 0.47]

The tests compared the uncertainties for each direction of 𝐶 𝑟⃗𝐶𝐵 (superior inferior (SI), left right
(LR), anterior posterior (AP)). For each test, the p-value and the 95% confidence interval (ci95)
are shown.
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The main assumption is that the externally measured body-motion
represents the induced internal body-motion. The body-motion is not
uniform everywhere in the torso, but it is the smallest near the couch plate
and larger the farther away from the couch plate. Since the markers were
placed on the surface, the couch induced tumor motion might be smaller
than the results show.
The optical markers were not placed directly on the skin, which might
affect the relationship between the motion of the marker and the
corresponding skin location and therefore to an underestimation of the
induced body motion. The problem was mitigated by placing the markers
only in locations where the clothing was lying on the skin and asking the
volunteers not to wear loose clothing.
The results varied among the volunteers and some volunteers showed
extreme values. Since the couch motion during the chirp interval was
identical for all volunteers, the variation may arise from the physical traits
variation among the volunteers as well as the variation in setting up the
volunteers. Additionally, the variation of the results during the track
intervals may also stem from the respiratory pattern variation of the
volunteers. The outliers point to the asymmetric distribution of the
uncertainties since the medians of the uncertainties were usually close to
zero but the distribution could not have a range extending to lower than
zero.
The tumor motion consists of two components during couch tracking.
First, the motion due to physiological processes and, second, the motion
due to induced body motion caused by the moving couch. Since the couch
compensates the tumor motion as measured, the couch should also
compensate the tumor motion due to induced body motion. However, this
leads to a feedback loop, since the second tumor motion component is
dependent on the couch motion. Such a feedback loop should be taken
into account when designing a control algorithm if the second motion
component is large.
The inertial stability of the body surface was examined in a study [38].
The authors found that the relationships between the marker positions did
not change significantly due to couch motion. That result may indicate
only minor induced body motion due to the couch, which aligns with our
findings of a significant but small induced body motion. Probably due to
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a larger amount of volunteers, we could actually show that a small motion
exists.
The volunteers were placed supine on a flat mattress with a knee and
an arm support on the couch but were not fixated in a mask or on a vacuum
mattress. However, in [39] the authors observed body motion and were
able to reduce it by using the BodyFIX fixation. This approach would be
recommendable in cases of patients with larger body motion and shows
that pre-treatment training session with the patients are beneficial.
In the ideal case, the couch motion compensation would allow the size
of the target volume to be as if the tumor was static. However, the couch
motion induces body motion, which increases the uncertainty of the tumor
position. Therefore, the increase in uncertainty would have to be met by
an increase of the target volume to be treated. The results in our work
allow an estimate of the magnitude of necessary target volume increase.

5.5 Conclusion
The couch tracking approach induces body motion. However, the
resulting uncertainty of the body position (and therefore tumor position)
is one order of magnitude smaller than the amplitude of the tumor motion
to be compensated. Therefore, the couch tracking approach would be
beneficial even when induced body motion is present. Furthermore, the
results allow estimating the necessary increase of the target volume size
due to induced body motion compared to the case of a static tumor.
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prediction filters
The content of this chapter is completely taken from [105].

6.1 Introduction
Radiotherapy focuses the ionizing radiation precisely on the tumor
volume. However, motion causes substantial uncertainty during treatment
delivery, for instance due to respiration. It was reported that the
peak-to-peak motion amplitudes of lung and liver tumors can be up to
38 mm [106] and 34 mm [14], respectively. If this motion is not
adequately taken into account, the effectiveness of the treatment is
reduced considerably [115].
The established approach to account for intrafractional motion is to
expand the target volume such that the tumor is guaranteed to be covered
in all positions. This approach assures the radiation dose coverage of the
tumor, but it increases the irradiation dose to the healthy tissue
surrounding the tumor. Several approaches were proposed to overcome
the uncertainty due to intrafractional motion [15], which aim at reducing
the dose to the healthy tissue while ensuring the full dose coverage of the
tumor. During gated treatment, the motion of the tumor is observed and
the radiation beam is only switched on if the tumor is in a specific position
[15]. With the CyberKnife [22] or the Vero [20] system, the tumor motion
is continuously compensated by moving the beam, while with MLC
tracking [10], the beam is modified according to the movement. During
couch-tracking, the patient is moved with the robotic couch [32].
These proposed approaches require fast action of the devices involved
to be effective at reducing the uncertainty due to intrafractional motion.
For example, gated treatments require short reaction times to switch off
the beam. If this reaction time is long, the tumor leaves the irradiated
volume before the beam is off, which leads to an unnecessary exposure
of healthy tissue and a lack of dose to the tumor. Tracking approaches
with a continuous compensation of the tumor motion require the devices
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involved to move synchronously with the tumor. In that case, not only the
reaction times but also the limited dynamics of the devices become
important. The limited dynamics (for example mass inertia) cause the
devices to lag behind the tumor motion. As a consequence, the reaction
times and the time lags are large sources of errors in tumor motion
compensation. The sum of reaction time and time lag is denoted time
delay.
One option to mitigate this source of errors is to improve the devices
such that they have faster reaction times and faster dynamics to reduce
the time lags. However, this approach requires a large investment because
it would involve hardware changes. Another option is to compensate for
the time delay by exploiting the patterns of the tumor motion to predict
the motion ahead. In this approach, an algorithm takes the measured
signal of the tumor motion as an input, and outputs a prediction of the
signal. The subsequent compensatory motion of the devices reacting to
the new signal thus perfectly matches the actual tumor motion perfectly.
These algorithms are commonly denoted prediction filters.
A large number of proposed prediction filters and their investigation
can be found in literature. A wide variety of techniques for prediction
filters have been proposed, including Kalman filters, autoregressive
moving average models, wavelet decomposition, fuzzy logic models,
neural nets, support vector regression, nonlinear dynamics identification,
and combinations thereof [79], [86]. Prediction filters have also been
compared to each other: The support vector regression approach was
compared to the neural network approach [78] and found the support
vector regression approach to be superior. A larger comparison was
carried out with seven prediction filters [54], in which not only linear
regression methods, but also nonlinear methods such as support vector
regression were compared to each other. The support vector regression
approach was found to be superior as well. In [63], linear regression
methods were compared to nonlinear methods such as neural networks
and support vector regression. Neural networks were found to perform
best. In [66], linear regression methods were compared to the neural
network approach, and the neural network was found to be superior.
However, the comparisons were limited in the number of prediction
filters investigated and often in the number of respiratory motion traces
as well. We implemented 18 prediction filters and optimized their
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parameters regarding respiratory motion traces, varying time delays and
varying noise levels. The prediction filters were evaluated on a set of 279
traces with two time delays and three noise levels. Additionally, their
performance with respect to the specific breathing pattern was analyzed
and the potential of combining lowpass filters with prediction filters was
investigated. A lowpass filter reduces the noise of a signal but also delays
it. However, the additional delay could be compensated by the prediction
filter if it gains in performance due to the reduced noise.

6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Respiratory motion data
Respiratory motion traces were collected from various sources. The
first source consisted of traces recorded during CyberKnife treatments
[61]. For each of the 38 patients and each fraction, the traces of three
markers were recorded. Only the motion traces of the first of the three
markers were included. Some of the traces exhibited long periods of
invalid measurements (marker not detected) and thus were excluded. The
second source consisted of measurement data collected from eleven
healthy males in 72 sessions [136]. The volunteers were lying in supine
position. Several markers placed on their chest and abdomen were tracked
with infrared cameras. Only the free breathing and the irregular breathing
data sets were included. Using a principal component analysis, the
external respiratory motion was extracted from the motion of 18 markers,
which resulted in a one-dimensional signal. The third source consisted of
data collected during a study on the reaction of healthy volunteers to
robotic couch motion [103]. A laser triangulation system measured the
vertical motion of a reflective plate placed on the chest or abdomen. The
last source consisted of measurement data obtained from patients by using
the Real-time Position Management System (Varian Medical System,
Palo Alto, CA, USA) prior to treatment [18].
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Figure 6.1: Qualitative visualization of a standardized trace with the varying
signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). For each SNR, the trace is depicted in an offset to allow
an easy visual comparison. The Gaussian noise was added after the respiratory motion
traces were resampled to 25 Hz and smoothed using a Fourier transform with a cutoff
of 3 Hz.

To standardize all the traces, every trace was resampled to a sampling
time of 25 Hz and filtered via Fourier transform, such that only
frequencies below 3 Hz were contained in the smoothed trace. Copies of
each smoothed trace were made, but these were corrupted with added
Gaussian noise, with signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 30 dB and 20 dB
(Fig. 6.1). The noise was added to approximate measurement noise but in
a standardized manner for all traces. In total, 279 different respiratory
motion traces were included whose time durations ranged from 51.84 s to
6972.48 s (median 538.68 s). The time delays investigated were four
(160 ms) and twelve (480 ms) time steps based on the findings in [22],
[137]. The range of respiratory frequencies varied from 0.09 Hz to
0.42 Hz with a median of 0.25 Hz.

6.2.2 Respiratory motion characteristics
Every smoothed trace was characterized by a set of calculated
features: First, the five quantiles 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 95% of the
respiration periods of each trace were computed. Additionally, the
quantiles of the consecutive differences from one period to the next period
were computed. Second, the quantiles 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 95% of the
peak-to-peak amplitudes of each trace and the quantiles of the consecutive
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differences of each trace were calculated. Third, the quantiles of the speed
and acceleration data of the traces were computed.
Additionally, certain features described in [138] which reviewed
various techniques to measure complexity of time series data were
determined for each trace. Four different complexity features were
applied here, namely the spectral entropy, the Hurst exponent, the
Lyapunov exponent, and the sample entropy. The spectral entropy is
based on the width of the peak of the Fourier transformation of the trace.
A very thin peak points to a low complexity, whereas a wide peak points
to a high complexity. The Hurst exponent indicates the complexity of a
time series via the self-similarity of a time series. A high self-similarity
indicates a low complexity and vice versa. The Lyapunov exponent is
derived from the theory of nonlinear dynamics. It indicates how fast two
initially similar trajectories diverge. A low value indicates a slow
divergence, which in turn indicates a low complexity. For the sample
entropy, an embedding of a given dimension of the time series is assumed.
The complexity inversely correlates to the probability that two sequences
stay similar if the embedding dimension is increased. The resulting
features were used in statistical linear models that estimate the
performance of a prediction filter for a given trace. Such linear models
could allow the selection of the best prediction for a given trace.

6.2.3 Prediction filters
In the following, all of the prediction filters that were investigated are
presented. The prediction filters were selected to represent a wide range
of approaches that were previously published.
(1) The adaptive neuro-fuzzy interference system (ANFIS) prediction
filter is a combination of a neural network with fuzzy logic [55]. The
MATLAB implementation of ANFIS in the fuzzy logic toolbox was
used. In every time step, the ANFIS predicted using the past values,
but the training of the ANFIS was only carried out every tenth time
step to reduce computation time.
(2) The local regression (LOESS) prediction filter uses polynomial
regression using past values of the trace, but only those that are
similar (Euclidean distances below a threshold) to the current values
[46].
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(3) The normalized least mean squares (NLMS) prediction filter uses a
linear combination of past values, where the weights are updated at
every time step [139].
(4) The wavelet least mean squares (WLMS) prediction filter first
decomposes the signal into signal bands and then applies the least
mean squares algorithm to each band separately. The results are then
summed up [89].
(5) The interacting multiple model (IMM) prediction filter combines
two Kalman filters, the first with a constant-velocity model and the
second with a constant-acceleration model [51].
(6) The multistep linear (MULIN) prediction filter predicts using a
procedure similar to a Taylor expansion around the current time step
[48].
(7) The support vector regression (SVR) prediction filter uses the SVR
method, which allows for some non-penalizing deviations of the
resultant function from the data [53]. Here, the input data are the
time indices and the output data consists of the trace values
corresponding to the time indices.
(8) The goal of the kernel density estimation (KDE) prediction filter is
to estimate a probability distribution using past values and,
consequently, to predict the trace using the current values and the
probability distribution [59].
(9) The local circular model extended Kalman filter (LCMEKF)
prediction filter uses a Kalman filter with a model that generates
circular dynamics [62].
(10) The recursive least squares (RLS) prediction filter works similarly
to the NLMS prediction filter but it differs in the way the weights
are updated [140].
(11) The extended recursive least squares (ERLS) prediction filter is
essentially the same as the RLS prediction filter, but includes a
parameter which allows the prediction filter to be tuned to the
measurement noise [141].
(12) The Takens prediction filter (TAKENS) prediction filter is based on
the Takens Reconstruction Theorem for nonlinear dynamics.
Essentially, it compares the current values to past values and takes
the closest past values to predict the respiratory motion [141].
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(13) The nonlinearly extended recursive least squares (NERLS)
prediction filter combines the ERLS prediction filter with the
TAKENS prediction filter. The ERLS predicts the trace, but
simultaneously, its prediction errors are recorded. These are
predicted by TAKENS and the predicted error is used to correct the
ERLS prediction [141].
(14) The Kalman filter constant acceleration (KFCA) prediction filter
uses a Kalman filter with a constant acceleration model [141].
(15) The Kalman filter constant-velocity (KFCV) prediction filter uses a
Kalman filter with a constant-velocity model [141].
(16) The relevance vector machines (RVM) prediction filter uses the
RVM algorithm, which is based on a sparse Bayesian learning
framework [73]. The RVM was evaluated in every time step but was
trained in every tenth time step only.
(17) The neural network (NN) prediction filter trains the neural network
using past values and uses the current values to predict the future
value of the trace [84]. The NN was evaluated in every time step but
was trained in every tenth time step only.
(18) The linear filter (LF) prediction filter uses the past values to compute
a linear regression which is used with the current values to predict
the future value.

6.2.4 Prediction filter performance optimization
The prediction filters have various parameters, which influence their
performance to predict the respiratory motion. The performance of a
prediction filter for a given trace was defined as follows (6.1): First, the
root mean square (RMS) of the differences between the original signal
𝑥orig and the prediction filter output signal 𝑥pred was computed. Second,
the RMS of the differences between the original signal 𝑥orig and the
delayed signal 𝑥delayed (delayed output of sensor) was computed. Finally,
the ratio of these two values was taken, which is denoted the normalized
root mean square error 𝑒nRMS . The 𝑒nRMS was chosen because it is
independent of the amplitude of motion traces and indicates the
improvement achieved by the prediction filter. An 𝑒nRMS equal to 1
corresponds to no improvement, while an 𝑒nRMS equal to 0 indicates
perfect prediction. An 𝑒nRMS above 1 indicates that using the prediction
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filter is actually worse than not using it. Because most prediction filters
require a certain time to fully initialize, only the time after 𝑖cutoff was taken
into account for computing 𝑒nRMS . Here, the first 20 s of each trace were
ignored. The variable 𝑁 represents the length of the trace.

𝑒nRMS =

√ 1 ∑𝑖>𝑖cutoff (𝑥orig (𝑖) − 𝑥pred (𝑖))2
𝑁
√ 1 ∑𝑖>𝑖cutoff(𝑥orig (𝑖) − 𝑥delayed (𝑖))2
𝑁

(6.1)

The optimization algorithm used for the parameter selection was the
genetic algorithm in the MATLAB Global Optimization Toolbox (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), because it can handle continuous
and discrete variables. The initial population of the genetic algorithm was
set randomly using a uniform distribution. The parameters were bounded
such that the computation times of each prediction filter were feasible in
any case. The number of parameters for each prediction filter varied
between four and 13. The population size of the genetic algorithm was set
to 144, which is an order of magnitude larger than the largest number of
parameters. This population size reduces the chance of early convergence
to non-optimal parameter values. The population size also enabled well
distributed parallel processing on 24 cores, which were available to the
authors. The parameters of each prediction filter were optimized with a
subset of 20 traces of the respiratory motion traces introduced above. The
genetic algorithm minimized the median over the 𝑒nRMS of the subset
traces in six cases, no noise, 30 dB SNR, and 20 dB SNR, each with time
delays of 4 steps or 12 steps, corresponding to 160 ms and 480 ms,
respectively. The subset of 20 traces was substantially smaller than the
full set of 279 traces to reduce the high computational effort required by
the genetic algorithm and by some prediction filters. However, the
optimal parameters found by the genetic algorithm were then evaluated
on the validation set, which consisted of the full set without the training
set.
Using the results from the optimization, the prediction filter with the
lowest 𝑒nRMS for no noise and the 12-step time delay was optimized for
further SNR values of 120 dB, 100 dB, 80 dB, and 60 dB and the 12-step
time delay for closer investigation of the influence of the noise on the
performance of the prediction filter.
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6.2.5 Prediction filter and lowpass filter combination
One prediction filter that achieved very good performance was
selected to be combined with a low pass filter. The low pass filter was a
moving average filter with 20 weights, which were to be optimized. The
optimization was carried out for the case of 160 ms time delay and 30 dB
SNR and the parameters of the prediction filter were kept constant and
were taken from the results of the optimization described before (for
480 ms and no noise). The performance of the combination was compared
to the selected prediction filter’s performance for the case of 160 s and
30 dB SNR.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Performance of prediction filter
The 𝑒nRMS of all the prediction filters are shown as box plots in
Figure 6.2 (time delay = 160 ms corresponding to 4 time steps) and in
Figure 6.3 (time delay = 480 ms corresponding to 12 time steps). For both
time delays, the first, second, and third panel show the performance for
signals without noise, with an SNR ratio of 30 dB, and an SNR of 20 dB,
respectively. Data points above an 𝑒nRMS value of 1.5 are omitted for
better readability of the results presented. The same figures without the
omission are available in the Appendix B. Generally, smaller time delays
and higher SNRs were beneficial for the performance of the prediction
filters. Especially in the case of no noise, the WLMS and the LF
prediction filter showed very small 𝑒nRMS values for both time delay
cases. But when noise was added, the results of these two prediction filters
were closer to those of other prediction filters. The performance behavior
of the LF when varying the SNR in smaller steps is shown in Figure 6.4.
Both the median and the variation of the 𝑒nRMS increase continuously with
decreasing SNR values.
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Figure 6.2: Boxplots of the performance (as measured by 𝑒nRMS ) of all optimized
prediction filters for a time delay of 0.16 s applied to the validation set of respiratory
traces. The prediction filters are listed at the bottom. The first, second, and third panel
show the performance for signals without noise, with a signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of
30 dB, and an SNR of 20 dB, respectively. Data points above an 𝑒nRMS of 1.5 are
omitted.

The prediction filters that reached the lowest median 𝑒nRMS are shown
in Table 6.1 for all cases of SNR and time delays. In addition,
non-inferiority tests (one-sided Wilcoxon sign rank test with a delta of
0.05 [142] and a Bonferroni correction) were carried out as well and
showed the prediction filters with a similar performance.
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Figure 6.3: Boxplots of the performance (as measured by 𝑒nRMS ) of all optimized
prediction filters for a time delay of 0.48 s applied to the validation set of respiratory
traces. The prediction filters are listed at the bottom. The first, second, and third panel
show the performance for signals without noise, with a signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of
30 dB, and an SNR of 20 dB, respectively. Data points above an 𝑒nRMS of 1.5 are
omitted.

6.3.2 Performance of prediction filters and features of
respiratory motion
In the case of respiratory motion traces without noise, the linear
models for the prediction filters achieved adjusted R2 values of maximally
0.32 (see Table 6.2). The adjusted R2 explains the proportion of explained
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Figure 6.4: Box plot of the performance (as measured by 𝑒nRMS ) of the LF prediction
filter with additional signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). For each SNR, the parameters of
the LF were optimized and then applied to the validation set of traces. The time delay
was 480 ms.

variance in prediction filter performance using the respiratory motion
features. In the case of included noise, the adjusted R2 values reached
values between 0.54 and 0.82, except for the NN, which always resulted
in low adjusted R2 values.

6.3.3 Combination of prediction filter and lowpass filter
The prediction filter used for investigating the combination was the
LF as it showed the lowest 𝑒nRMS value for 480 ms and no noise. The
combination of the prediction filter with the lowpass filter reached a
Table 6.1: Prediction filters with the lowest median as well as the prediction filters
whose results are significantly non-inferior (one-sided Wilcoxon sign rank test with a
delta of 0.05 and a Bonferroni correction).
SNR

Time
delay

Lowest median

𝑒nRMS

Prediction filter with
lowest median 𝑒nRMS

No noise

160 ms

<0.01

WLMS

30 dB

160 ms

0.37

NN

Non-inferior
prediction filters
ERLS, LF,
LOESS, NN, RLS
LF, RVM, WLMS

20 dB

160 ms

0.70

RVM

LF

No noise

480 ms

<0.01

LF

NN, WLMS

30 dB

480 ms

0.45

NN

LF

20 dB

480 ms

0.56

NN

LF, NERLS
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Table 6.2: Results of linear models that describe the relationship between the
respiratory motion features and the 𝑒nRMS of selected prediction filters (according to
Table 6.1). The adjusted R2 values indicate how much of the variance of the prediction
filter’s 𝑒nRMS is explained by the model. The p-value indicates whether there is a
significant difference between the resulting linear model and a constant model.
SNR

Time
delay

adj. R2

p-value

adj. R2

No noise

160 ms

0.32

<0.0001

0.13

1.00

30 dB

160 ms

-

-

0.74

<0.0001

ERLS

p-value
LF

20 dB

160 ms

-

-

0.76

<0.0001

No noise

480 ms

-

-

0.06

0.1796

30 dB

480 ms

-

-

0.79

<0.0001

20 dB

480 ms

-

-

0.82

LOESS

<0.0001
NERLS

No noise

160 ms

0.14

1.00

-

-

30 dB

160 ms

-

-

-

-

20 dB

160 ms

-

-

-

-

No noise

480 ms

-

-

-

-

30 dB

480 ms

-

-

-

-

20 dB

480 ms

-

-

0.79

<0.0001

No noise

160 ms

-

-

0.17

1.00

30 dB

160 ms

0.12

1.00

-

-

NN

RLS

20 dB

160 ms

-

-

-

-

No noise

480 ms

0.12

1.00

-

-

30 dB

480 ms

0.15

1.00

-

-

20 dB

480 ms

0.01

0.878

-

-

RVM

WLMS

No noise

160 ms

-

-

0.13

0.0123

30 dB

160 ms

0.54

<0.0001

0.77

<0.0001

20 dB

160 ms

0.74

<0.0001

-

-

No noise

480 ms

-

-

0.16

0.0014

30 dB

480 ms

-

-

-

-

20 dB

480 ms

-

-

-

-
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median 𝑒nRMS value of 0.44 (standard deviation 0.09), while the
prediction filter by itself achieved a median 𝑒nRMS value of 0.38 (standard
deviation 0.08) for an SNR of 30 dB and a time delay of 160 ms. The
difference was significant at 𝑝 < 0.0001 (Wilcoxon signed rank test).

6.4 Discussion
Tracking and compensating the motion of tumors can potentially
reduce the treatment margins and consequently reduce the side effects.
However, an effective tracking approach requires very small time delays
between the motion of the tumor and the compensating motion. The
devices and approaches most commonly used in radiotherapy (motion
sensor, signal processing, compensating motion) exhibit several
accumulating time delays, which sum up to a larger overall time delay.
Nevertheless, respiratory motion offers the possibility to overcome the
time delay, because respiration is regular and rather periodic. The regular
patterns can be exploited by an algorithm that takes the past values of the
motion signal to predict the signal ahead. The output of this algorithm
results in a signal shifted forward in time, which thereby overcomes the
time delay. Such algorithms are commonly denoted prediction filters.
Numerous prediction filters were proposed and investigated. In this
paper, we compared 18 prediction filters on 279 respiratory motion traces
with two time delays as well as three noise levels for each trace. The
respiratory motion traces collected from several sources were
standardized to a sampling frequency of 25 Hz and filtered with a cutoff
frequency of 3 Hz. Each trace was considered in a smooth version and
two noise-corrupted versions with SNRs of 30 dB and 20 dB,
respectively. The parameters of these prediction filters were optimized
with a subset of 20 traces. The prediction filters with the optimized
parameters were then applied to all but the subset traces.
Generally, the 𝑒nRMS value increases when the SNR decreases.
Prediction filters essentially extrapolate the signal, and extrapolation is
very sensitive to noise. However, one would expect that increasing the
time delay also increases the 𝑒nRMS , but the results showed a mixed
behavior among the prediction filters. For example, the 𝑒nRMS value of
the WLMS does not increase at all when the time delay is increased for
smooth traces, but it does increase for noisy traces. The sensitivity of the
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WLMS to the time delay depends on the SNR. The KDE and the
TAKENS show opposite behaviors of the 𝑒nRMS , which decreased when
the time delay was increased. This might be explained by the formula of
the 𝑒nRMS , which is a ratio of two root mean square errors. A decrease of
the 𝑒nRMS cannot only be achieved with a decrease of the numerator, but
also with an increase of the denominator. An increase of the time delay
increases the value of the denominator. For the KDE and the TAKENS,
the denominator’s value increases more than the numerator’s value as the
time delay increases. This characteristic might make these prediction
filters superior to the other prediction filters for longer time delays than
those investigated here.
The performance of the prediction filter performance depends on the
trace itself as the variation of the 𝑒nRMS value for each prediction filter
shows. In the case of smooth traces, the variation changes from one
prediction filter to another, whereas for noisy traces, the variations
become more comparable. Therefore, the noise affects all prediction
filters similarly. Furthermore, the performance of a prediction filter
depends more on the specific respiratory motion trace as the SNR
decreases. The distributions of the 𝑒nRMS value also show a large number
of outliers, which may indicate that there are always some traces, but not
necessarily identical ones that are difficult for a given prediction filter.
There are several prediction filters which showed remarkably low
𝑒nRMS value in the case of smooth traces, especially the WLMS and the
LF. Interestingly, these are both linear techniques. This observation
indicates that linear methods are sufficient to describe respiratory motion
and that nonlinear approaches are not necessarily needed.
The large influence of the SNR points towards several possibilities to
improve the performance of motion compensation. The sensor that
measures the respiratory motion could be designed such as to achieve
minimal noise. Another approach could be to include lowpass filters
which decrease the noise of the measured signal. However, a lowpass
filter causes a further increase of the time delay, which would have to be
compensated by the prediction filter in addition to the actual time delay.
The potential of combining a prediction filter with a lowpass filter was
investigated for the LF, but it did not result in an improvement as
compared to using the LF alone. Therefore, there seems to be no benefit
to adding a lowpass filter to the prediction filter. When considering a
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tracking or gating system one should rather optimize the prediction filter
directly with the raw measurement signal.
The relationships between the performance of the prediction filters
and the features of the respiratory motion do not seem to be identical
among the good prediction filters selected (ERLS, LF, LOESS NERLS,
NN, RLS, RVM, WLMS). The performance results of the prediction filter
for smooth traces appear to be unrelated to the features of the motion
traces as the low adjusted R2 values or non-significant p-values indicate.
This finding may be explained by the extremely low variance of the 𝑒nRMS
value for these cases. The results change considerably under noisy
conditions, where the adjusted R2 values reached at least 0.54 and up to
0.82. However, the linear models for the NN do not achieve such adjusted
R2 values. Therefore, the features defined above do not seem to provide
any information about the potential performance of prediction filters in
general.
The idea of classifying the traces into predictable (𝑒nRMS < 1) and
non-predictable (𝑒nRMS ≥ 1) traces was investigated in [143]. That
approach would allow a decision as to whether or not a prediction filter
should be applied for a patient when using motion compensation or
gating. However, in the case of the good prediction filters, only very few
traces resulted in values of 𝑒nRMS ≥ 1. The NN with an SNR of 20 dB
and a time delay of 160 ms resulted in the largest number with 30 cases.
For a complete overview, see the Appendix B. Therefore, the data sets for
classifying the traces were very imbalanced, which leads to large
difficulties for generalizing the classifier. A constant output of the
classifier would result in a high accuracy. Therefore, we did not carry out
this analysis. However, selecting an algorithm could be feasible with the
algorithm itself, because the prediction filters implemented here require
only a few milliseconds for a time step to predict (see Appendix B).
Therefore, a patient’s respiratory pattern could be recorded beforehand
and then the prediction filter can be tested on the recording. An
one-minute recording tested with the LF would take roughly 2 seconds of
computation time (Intel I7-4600U processor).
In other works, various prediction filters were compared as well. The
NLMS, RLS, WLMS, and MULIN prediction filters were investigated in
[54] for a real respiratory motion signal including noise and a time delay
of 150 ms. Their NLMS achieved an 𝑒nRMS value of 0.95, which is in the
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range of the 𝑒nRMS value for a time delay of 160 ms and an SNR of 20 dB
shown in our study. Similarly, their RLS reached an 𝑒nRMS value of 0.6,
which is close to the median (0.47) that the RLS achieved here for traces
with an SNR of 30 dB. The WLMS and the MULIN prediction filters of
our study achieved lower median 𝑒nRMS values (WLMS: 0.41, MULIN:
0.47) than their WLMS and MULIN with 0.63 and 0.64, respectively. Our
results match their results, but they cover a larger variety of respiratory
motion traces and prediction filters.
The KDE, LRe (similar to LF), and NN prediction filters were
investigated in [63] for time delays of 200 ms, 400 ms, and 600 ms. Their
KDE prediction filter achieved substantially smaller 𝑒nRMS values for
time delays of 200 ms than the KDE achieves for 160 ms here. On the
other hand, the difference shrinks when the longer time delays of above
400 ms are considered. Their LR and NN prediction filters tend to reach
lower 𝑒nRMS values than their KDE, which also holds in our investigation.
Both in their work and our study, the NN and the LR have a median 𝑒nRMS
value slightly below 0.5 for a time delay of 400 ms (their work) or 480 ms
(here). In this case, our results mostly match except for the KDE for short
time delays. This discrepancy may arise from differences in the parameter
selection of the KDE prediction filter. The genetic algorithm does not
guarantee that the global optimum was reached and the parameters to be
optimized need to be bounded. Therefore, some of the performance
results of the prediction filters might not actually show their full potential.
This could be mitigated by repeating the optimization with random
starting parameters and checking whether the optimal parameters reach a
bound.
The respiratory traces were standardized by Fourier transform and by
removing all frequency components above 3 Hz. The resulting traces may
not entirely correspond to the actual respiratory motion as it might contain
frequencies above 3 Hz that are not due to measurement noise. The
magnitude of the added noise was defined by the signal-to-noise ratio
approach, where signals with smaller amplitudes also have a smaller noise
magnitude. This approach does not cover cases where a sensor has a
constant noise magnitude but patients have different respiratory motion
amplitudes. Furthermore, sensors also vary in their sampling frequencies.
Here, only a sampling frequency of 25 Hz was considered.
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6.5 Conclusion
The results of this study indicate that prediction filters based on linear
methods are sufficient and that nonlinear approaches are not required for
the prediction of respiratory motion. The best prediction filter in all time
delay cases and with all SNR values was the LF. Furthermore, there seem
to be no features of the motion traces that can be used to estimate the
performance of prediction filters in general for a given trace. The main
hurdle for prediction filters to perform well is the noise contained in the
measurement signal. This finding highlight the relevance of future
research on prediction filters towards increasing robustness against
measurement noise.
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7.1 Conclusion
This thesis investigated the couch tracking approach by a top level
analysis, in which the couch tracking system was broken up into four
subsystems. Three out of four subsystems were found to have gaps, which
this thesis filled.
In chapter 2, the dynamic behavior of a robotic couch was evaluated.
The results showed that the robotic couch CIVCO Protura could be used
for compensating the tumor motion if it is below the speed limit of the
couch. Furthermore, a model was developed that allows numerical
simulation of the couch tracking system. It was also shown that the
extension plate of the CIVCO Protura exhibit negligible bending but the
entire couch might rotate due to the load under motion conditions.
In chapter 3, the requirements for an ideal robotic couch for
couch tracking were studied. Traditionally, robotic couches were
designed and used for static patient positioning to correct for patient setup
errors. However, couch tracking poses new requirements for robotic
couches, which were systematically developed here and currently
available robotic couches were evaluated using these requirements. The
results showed that the current robotic couches can fulfil the requirements
formulated here but have potential to improve via different position
controllers. These controllers should not only take into account the
demanded position but also the time derivatives.
In chapter 4, the physiological response of volunteers to couch motion
was studied. The patients may react to the couch motion in such a way
that the motion compensation effectiveness is reduced or even made
impossible. The results showed that the reactions are minor and that
patients can grow used to the motion. Consequently, the physiological
response of patients is not a hurdle for couch tracking.
In chapter 5, the body motion during dynamic couch motion was
studied. Normally, the patient’s body does not move relative to the couch.
However, the couch motion might cause the body to move relative to the
couch. The results showed that the couch motion does cause body motion
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but on an order of magnitude smaller than the tumor motion to be
compensated. Therefore, one can assume that the patient’s body remains
fixed to the couch under couch motion conditions.
In chapter 6, the prediction filters for overcoming the time delays of
the radiotherapy systems were studied. Eighteen prediction filters were
implemented and tested on 279 traces. The best prediction filters could be
identified and linear approaches are sufficient. However, there seem to be
no characteristics useful for estimating the performance of a prediction
filter. The main problem for prediction filter is the noise of the
measurement signal. Therefore, the main research effort should focused
on noise robustness or decreasing the measurement noise itself.
To summarize, this thesis showed that the patient, the robotic couch,
and the controller do not pose hurdles that cannot be overcome.
Therefore, the couch tracking approach is a viable option for motion
management in radiotherapy.

7.2 Outlook
The work in this thesis assumed perfect knowledge of the tumor
motion except for the time delay. The total time delay consist of the
sensor’s time delay, signal processing time delay, and time delay of the
robotic couch. The reduction of the time delay in any of those parts would
reduce the need for prediction filters and therefore simplify the motion
compensation. However, other parameters of the sensor such as the
sampling frequency and the noise are also expected to have a large impact
on the effectiveness of motion compensation in general. Future work
could focus on the impact of the sensor’s characteristics and uncertainties
on couch tracking. Especially, in the context of MRI-linacs, which could
be used for motion compensation because of its non-ionizing and
non-invasive imaging capabilities. However, as described in section
1.3.1, the sampling frequency of the MRI-linac would be very slow. This
disadvantage could alleviated by combining the MRI-linac imaging with
a sensor that measures the external motion only but has a higher sampling
frequency.
A different aspect that requires further work is the integration of the
couch tracking method into the entire radiation treatment process. The
starting procedure of couch tracking has to be designed such that the
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tumor position can be checked to be in the isocenter of the treatment
machine. Furthermore, it has to be ensured that there are no erratic
movements of the couch due to wrong sensor outputs, or unexpected
movements of the patient. Especially, collisions with other components
of the treatment machine have to be avoided. The unexpected movements
of the patient may consist of him consciously moving his body but also
of unintentional coughing or sneezing. These situations should be
recognized and it should be decided whether the couch motion and the
treatment have to be stopped or can be continued.
A further aspect to be worked on is the quality assurance of the
couch tracking approach. During couch tracking, the prediction filter
performance should be observed because any deterioration of its
performance could make the motion compensation performance worse
than when not using a prediction filter at all. Additionally, the
performance of the robotic couch to track the demanded compensation
signal should be observed as well, since it is the crucial part of the
couch tracking system. Finally, the motion of the patient’s body relative
to the couch should be observed as well. The couch position is nominally
correct since it is directly controlled, which is not the case for the patient’s
body itself. This thesis showed that the patient’s body motion is generally
small but there are outliers that should be caught during treatment and
procedures to deal with these cases should be in place.
Finally, the aim of couch tracking to compensate the tumor motion
during treatment arises from the aim of improving the treatment outcome
of cancer patients. Consequently, the couch tracking approach has to
show its effectiveness in treatment outcome improvement via clinical
trials. However, this is a long-term aim, which requires the aspects
described above to be worked out before.
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Figure 8.1: Measurement device consisted of a lower plate and an upper plate
connected by six linear potentiometers in parallel. The upper plate was fixed to the
robotic couch. The lower plate was fixed to the support, which was placed on the
ground. The height of the support could be varied to accommodate the measurement
system for different robotic couches.

The position measurement device consisted of six linear potentiometers
(Opkon, Istanbul, Turkey), which were arranged in parallel between two
plates (Fig. 8.1). During the performance tests, the measurement device
was positioned beneath the couch plate. The lower plate was fixed to the
ground, while the upper plate was fixed to the couch. The position and
orientation of the upper plate relative to the lower plate corresponded
directly to the lengths of the potentiometers. Therefore, the signals of the
potentiometers could be used to compute the position and orientation of
the couch. The analog output signals of the potentiometers were sampled
at 500 Hz. The linear potentiometers exhibited root mean square errors of
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0.1 mm. Numerical simulations showed that such errors limit the accuracy
of the position and orientation measurements to 0.11 mm in the lng, 0.11
mm in the lat, and 0.03 mm in the vrt directions, as well as 0.04° around
the lng, 0.04° around the lat, and 0.05° around the vrt directions,
respectively.
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The range of respiratory frequencies varied from 0.09 Hz to 0.42 Hz
with a median of 0.25 Hz. The distribution of frequencies is shown in
Figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Histogram of the respiratory frequencies of all traces. The total amount
of traces is 279.

Table 9.1: The numbers indicate the amount of traces that for a given prediction
filter, signal to noise ratio, and time delay resulted in an 𝑒nRMS above 1.
SNR

Time delay

LF

NERLS

NN

RVM

WLMS

No noise

160 ms

0

-

-

-

0

30 dB

160 ms

1

-

11

0

1

20 dB

160 ms

9

-

30

5

-

No noise

480 ms

0

-

-

-

0

30 dB

480 ms

1

3

14

-

-

20 dB

480 ms

2

6

13

-

-
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Figure 9.2: Boxplots of the performance (as measured by 𝑒nRMSE ) of all optimized
prediction filters (for compensating a time delay of 160 ms) applied to the validation
set of respiratory traces. The prediction filters are listed at the bottom. The first,
second, and third panel show the performance for signals without noise, with a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30 dB, and a SNR of 20 dB, respectively.
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Figure 9.3: Boxplots of the performance (as measured by 𝑒nRMSE ) of all optimized
prediction filters (for compensating a time delay of 480 ms) applied to the validation
set of respiratory traces. The prediction filters are listed at the bottom. The first,
second, and third panel show the performance for signals without noise, with a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30 dB, and a SNR of 20 dB, respectively.
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Table 9.2: The numbers indicate the average time needed to compute a single step of
the prediction filter algorithm. The computing times are stated in milliseconds. The
prediction filters were tested in Matlab on a single core (Intel I7-4600U processor).
Time delay
SNR

160 ms

480 ms

No noise

30 dB

20 dB

No noise

30 dB

20 dB

ANFIS (ms)

2.7889

2.3759

2.5834

2.5117

2.5174

0.4392

ERLS (ms)

0.0119

0.0054

0.0055

0.0163

0.0060

0.0042

IMM (ms)

0.0024

0.0012

0.0013

0.0014

0.0015

0.0011

KDE (ms)

3.2215

0.9733

2.1669

5.2478

4.9262

4.7309

KFCA (ms)

0.0730

0.0469

0.0400

0.0477

0.0432

0.0476

KFCV (ms)

0.0012

0.0004

0.0005

0.0007

0.0008

0.0004

LCMEKF (ms)

0.0027

0.0007

0.0007

0.0010

0.0011

0.0008

LOESS (ms)

0.1978

0.1158

0.1140

0.1898

0.0796

0.0836

LF (ms)

0.3565

0.9018

0.9598

0.5498

0.9688

0.8620

MULIN (ms)

0.0015

0.0004

0.0006

0.0004

0.0007

0.0003

NERLS (ms)

0.0521

0.0354

0.0812

0.0573

0.0535

0.0598

NLMS (ms)

0.0027

0.0019

0.0019

0.0020

0.0022

0.0019

NN (ms)

2.6892

4.8955

3.8521

2.2663

2.9464

2.9207

RLS (ms)

0.0437

0.0297

0.0427

0.0273

0.0278

0.0290

RVM (ms)

1.8017

0.0125

0.0198

1.4799

0.0096

0.0166

SVR (ms)

0.0036

0.0001

0.0001

0.0001

0.0004

0.0001

TAKENS (ms)

0.0240

0.0215

0.0203

0.0220

0.0219

0.0212

WLMS (ms)

0.4106

0.0960

0.0932

0.7579

0.1198

0.1119
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